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2017-2018 Executive Summary 

To guide a group as large and as diverse as Staff Council, a common set of values were created 
at the start of the term. These values guide group decisions on which projects to work on, how 
and when to communicate with stakeholders, and how to build and maintain trust within the 
UT community. At the annual retreat in July 2017, the Staff Council Representatives decided on 
advocacy, collaboration, and transparency as values that were core to our mission of serving as 
a vehicle for communicating the interests, concerns, and issues that affect staff at UT Austin. 
More information about these values, including examples and definitions, can be found on the 
Staff Council website. 

Between June 2017 and May 2018, UT Staff Council worked on a variety of projects that 
benefited staff members and the University of Texas at Austin as a whole. Below is a short 
summary of each committee’s work, including some special projects that were done on a short-
term, ad-hoc basis. Each committee has an additional section in this document containing more 
detailed information. 

Bylaws Committee 
UT Staff Council is governed by its bylaws, which were last updated in 2014. This update 
process lasted approximately 8 months and created almost 400 proposed changes to the 
bylaws. The majority of changes were grammatical, formatting, or clarifying in nature and some 
proposed changes were rejected. However 17 substantial policy changes were accepted and 
approved by the Council in March 2018, resulting in a document that more accurately reflects 
the policies that best support the business that Staff Council intends to conduct. 

Benefits Committee 
In 2016 a survey of staff revealed three major concerns were: compensation, parking, and 
employee perks. Budget cuts from the legislature have impacted the ability to improve 
compensation in the form of monetary raises, but many employee benefits or perks are already 
available. A plan was created to improve the communication of these perks, starting in the 
summer of 2018.  

Concerns about parking were primarily about changes that occurred to the parking permit 
waitlist policy. Coordination of efforts between three parking-related committees on campus 
and talks with Parking and Transportation Services have begun. The goal of the committee is to 
form policy that more fairly impacts the ability of staff to obtain parking permits. 

http://staffcouncil.utexas.edu/
https://staffcouncil.utexas.edu/files/2018/04/UT-Staff-Council-Bylaws-2018.pdf
https://staffcouncil.utexas.edu/files/2018/04/UT-Staff-Council-Bylaws-2018.pdf
https://hr.utexas.edu/current/services/my-total-rewards
https://hr.utexas.edu/current/services/my-total-rewards


Communications Committee 
The committee began efforts to revamp the Council’s website and has increased the Council’s 
presence on social media. The organization’s website and social media accounts are major 
communication tools used to convey the value of Staff Council to the community and help 
recruit new members. The committee partnered with ITS to improve the 508 and WCAG 2.0 
accessibility of the website and plans to roll out the new version in the summer of 2018. 

The committee also started work on connecting Staff Council to other staff support groups and 
committees (such as BFSA, HFSA, iForty, and others) across campus with the goal of increasing 
collaboration between the groups and helping everyone accomplish their goals. The groups are 
planning a meet-and-greet for the fall of 2018. 

Diversity and Inclusion 
The Diversity and Inclusion Committee worked on several issues this year, including research 
into offering university-wide diversity training and creating more diverse hiring practices. The 
committee collaborated with the ADA Coordinator and passed along concerns from 
constituents regarding the pedestrian pathways on Speedway and access to the UT 
Administration Building. A member of the committee was also involved in the hiring committee 
for the Vice President of the Division of Diversity and Community Engagement. 

Diversity and inclusion topics have continued to garner the interest of staff members and, as a 
result, the group transitioned from an annual committee to a standing committee this year. 
This allows the group to promote projects that may take longer than one term to complete and 
create a succession plan for the committee leadership.  

Flexible Work Arrangements 
The Committee on Flexible Work Arrangements was formed in the fall of 2016 in response to 
strong interest from UT Staff Council constituents. During the 2016-17 term, the committee 
conducted interviews with managers from across the university about their experiences with 
and/or reservations about supervising flexible work arrangements. This year the committee 
built upon this initial research by conducting two additional surveys that targeted specific 
groups, creating a research report that combines UT-specific findings with Austin and national 
data, and started work on a pilot program with the College of Liberal Arts.   

The committee found that both managers and non-managers generally agree on the elements 
that make a flexible work arrangement successful and both groups seek guidance on how to 
effectively communicate these elements in their flexible work proposals and agreements.  

http://sites.utexas.edu/bfsa/
https://sites.utexas.edu/iforty/


Health and Wellness 
The current Health and Wellness Committee was formed in the fall of 2016 in response to 
interest shown in a 2016 survey of staff.  Because similar committees have formed and existed 
before in Staff Council, the bylaws were recently changed to reflect this sustained interest and 
the Health and Wellness will continue on as a standing committee starting in the 2018-2019 
term.   

This year the committee focused its efforts on returning Weight Watchers meetings to campus, 
creating a payroll deduction for the Get Fit program, continuing a partnership with the UT 
Wellness Coordinator, and researching the possibility of reduced rates for Rec Sports 
memberships. 

Issues and Research 
Between June 2017 and March 2018, 32 issues were submitted to the Issues Committee either 
through the Staff Council website, during a general meeting, or via email.  Issues were 
researched and resolved by the committee, referred to the appropriate Staff Council 
subcommittee, or referred to another group or department on campus for further action. 

 Issues can range from simple “referrals” that can be answered within minutes to more complex 
“research projects” that can take months of work to complete. Of the 32 issues that were 
submitted, only four are still pending resolution. 

Professional Development 
More opportunities for professional development are often ranked high on the list of staff 
desires.  Based on feedback, the committee chose to work on four initiatives: increased 
understanding and promotion of the university’s Staff Education Benefit, continuing the 
promotion of Lynda.com and other existing professional development opportunities, 
investigating the feasibility of a campus-wide staff mentorship program, and re-structuring and 
promotion of the UTSC Professional Development Grant Program. This grant program started in 
the 2014-2015 term and was originally limited to courses offered by Human Resources. The 
grant award limited to $500 and very few people took advantage of it. In 2016-2017, only one 
person used the grant for $400.  

Due to some changes in the Human Resources professional development program, the grant 
was restructured to include any professional development, including conferences and travel, 
and the award was increased to up to $2,000. A new form was created to streamline the 
application process and in 2017-2018 the committee has given 15 awards and over $11,000 for 
staff across campus to use in their professional development and continuing education. 

http://staffcouncil.utexas.edu/pdgrant/


Staff Lunch with the President 
Three staff luncheons have been held with President Fenves during the 2017-2018 term. The 
luncheons center on a topic chosen by the President’s Office and include at least one “subject 
matter expert.”  This year the topics were: Diversity, Equity, and Accessibility; Campus Climate; 
and Mental Wellness. Almost 500 people entered for a chance to attend (160-180 people for 
each topic) and 15-16 staff members were randomly chosen to attend each luncheon. Feedback 
from attendees has been generally positive and they enjoy the opportunity to connect with the 
President in a small group setting. 

Sustainability 
The Sustainability Committee chose six projects based on a feedback gathered at the 2017 Staff 
Council retreat. A collaborative effort started in the 2016-2017 term that offered shower and 
locker access to staff concluded due to funding reductions from Parking and Transportation 
Services. The committee partnered with the Office of Sustainability to co-host an informal 
luncheon and over 200 people responded, setting a record for the highest amount of interest 
since the luncheons began. 

The committee also led a successful effort in February to pass a formal resolution to “Reduce 
Methane Emissions on University Lands by at least 50%.” Similar resolutions were passed in the 
student government and Faculty Council and all three were passed to UT System for their 
action. 

Special / Ad-Hoc Projects 
Though much of Staff Council’s work is accomplished through committees, some projects, 
generally smaller in scope, are done on an ad-hoc basis throughout the year. Below are the 
three projects that have the biggest impact to Staff Council Representatives or to campus. 

Professional development for Representatives 
Staff Council offers an opportunity to its members to develop skills through leadership roles, 
professional development opportunities, and committee work. This year, Staff Council offered 
its Representatives an opportunity to participate in a professional book club. In the spring of 
2018, two work-related, non-fiction books were chosen and purchased by the Council for 
people who were interested in participating: “Made to Stick: Why Some Ideas Survive and 
Others Die” by Chip Heath and Dan Heath and “When: The Scientific Secrets of Perfect Timing” 
by Daniel Pink.  

Professional book clubs offer an opportunity to share real-life experiences with other members 
of the community, ask questions and suggest ideas and improvements in a non-threatening 

https://president.utexas.edu/staff-lunches
https://www.amazon.com/Made-Stick-Ideas-Survive-Others/dp/1400064287/
https://www.amazon.com/Made-Stick-Ideas-Survive-Others/dp/1400064287/
https://www.amazon.com/When-Scientific-Secrets-Perfect-Timing/dp/0735210624/


way, and give an opportunity to learn about each other in a smaller setting. A total of 12 people 
participated and each book was discussed 3-4 times over the course of about a month. 
Attendees were also given the opportunity to lead a facilitation session. 

Two workshops were offered at no cost to Staff Council Representatives. A course on public 
speaking taught by Human Resources was attended by 9 Representatives and paid for with Staff 
Council funds. Another course taught by the University Police Department on how to respond 
to an active shooter has been scheduled for June 2018. Currently 20 people have registered. 

Group Email Training Course 
The university uses an email service called Regroup to send messages to large groups of people. 
This product is managed by ITS, who offers classroom training when requested. Because most 
people get access to send messages in Regroup shortly before they need to send the message, 
scheduling and attending a classroom training session is not always practical. 

Because Staff Council also uses Regroup to send messages to its constituents, it partnered with 
ITS to make an online and on-demand course that covered the basics of using Regroup. The 
course was launched in UTLearn, the university’s training management system, in December 
2017. Employees can view the 6-minute “how to” video whenever and as often as is needed 
and ITS can focus its classroom efforts to more advanced training on Regroup. 

Retirement Certificates 
During a general meeting, a Staff Council Representative proposed the idea of certificates of 
retirement for staff. Although staff members get a certificate of service every 5 years after 
reaching 10 years of service, it was suggested that many staff would enjoy receiving a 
certificate when they retired from the university, especially if they retired at a time when they 
would not normally receive a service certificate (after 32 years, for example, instead of 35 
years). 

A certificate was created and approved through UT’s branding and marketing group, then sent 
to Human Resources for incorporating into their pre-retirement process. It is an opt-in 
certificate that will be offered to anyone who is considered “retired” by Human Resources, 
including faculty. The new process should launch in June 2018. 

https://utlearn.utexas.edu/
https://hr.utexas.edu/retiree/retirement-checklist


Bylaws Committee 

Prepared by The University of Texas at Austin Staff Council Annual Committee on Bylaws 

Committee Members: Caroline Taylor (Chair), Sara Bernier, Jaime Davis, 
Stephanie Myers, and Sean Saxe 

Summary 
Staff Council is governed by its Bylaws. The Bylaws were established in January 2002 and last 
updated in April 2014. It is critical that the Bylaws accurately reflect the policies that best 
support the business that Staff Council is intended to conduct. Without clear and up-to-date 
Bylaws, university staff and representatives don’t have a common understanding of how Staff 
Council business is conducted. This undercuts the Council’s effectiveness at its mission to 
support the staff and communicate their concerns to the university administration. 

The Bylaws Committee is an ad hoc committee with the singular goal of reviewing and updating 
the UT Staff Council Bylaws. This year, the Bylaws Committee proposed a total of 360 changes 
to the Bylaws. 343 were grammatical, formatting, or clarifying in nature; 17 were policy 
changes. These policy changes are listed below in Appendix A. The updated Bylaws were 
approved on March 22, 2018, by the Council. 

The approved Staff Council Bylaws can be found on the Staff Council Website at 
http://staffcouncil.utexas.edu/organization/bylaws/.  

http://staffcouncil.utexas.edu/organization/bylaws/


Background 
Staff Council last updated its Bylaws in 2014. Since then, the maturity of Staff Council has 
evolved, whereas the Bylaws had not kept pace. As a result, at the start of the 2017-2018 term, 
the Bylaws were out of date with current Council practices. The Bylaws Committee proposed 
new policies to inform issues that emerged over the last several years as well as clarifying edits 
to better reflect the university style guidelines.  

 

Bylaws Change Process 
The Bylaws Committee members reviewed the existing Bylaws in detail to identify both content 
that needed clarifying and policies that needed review. Grammatical and clarifying changes 
were made in a working Google document without extensive face-to-face discussion. 

Policies needing review were discussed in committee meetings over the course of several 
months. The proposed policy changes were agreed upon within the committee, then brought to 
the Staff Council Executive Committee, comprised of elected Staff Council Officers and 
appointed committee chairs. Once the Executive Committee had an opportunity to review the 
proposed changes and informally approve them, they were sent to the Council for their review. 
A total of 27 proposed policy changes were brought before the Executive Committee; 17 were 
approved and 11 were rejected. 

Policy changes informally approved by the Executive Committee were kept in the working 
document as well as highlighted to indicate the date on which the Executive Committee 
informally approved them. Policy changes not approved by the Executive Committee were 
removed from the working document.  

All Staff Council Representatives were given access to the working copy of the Bylaws on 
January 24; Council feedback was requested by February 7 (10 business days). Those 
suggestions were reviewed by the Bylaws Committee and were either accepted into the 
working copy or were rejected and removed. 

The updated document with Bylaws Committee-approved suggestions from the Council was 
shared with Staff Council on February 12. 

Understanding that many people wouldn’t read through a 20 page document, the Bylaws 
Committee identified the six most impactful policy changes that would affect the structure of 
Staff Council’s leadership team, expectations for representatives, or the management of 
general meetings. These proposed changes were brought before the Council in the February 15 
general meeting for discussion and an informal Council vote. All proposed changes were 
available for review in the Google document, but a minimal number were discussed in the 



general meeting so that consideration would be focused and efficient.  Those changes related 
to: 

1. Meeting absences allowed for representatives. 
2. Staff Council participation after a representative transfers to a new job at UT. 
3. The list of UTSC Standing Committees. 
4. The duties of the Parliamentarian and the Nominations and Elections Chair. 
5. General meeting agenda procedure. 
6. Term limits. 

Five out of the six proposed policy changes were considered acceptable by the Council’s 
quorum present. One of the policy changes, related to term limits, generated discussion that 
was not resolved in the February meeting. The Council was invited to send suggestions for 
revisions to the Bylaws Committee before the March meeting. 

The suggested changes about term limits were incorporated into the policy of interest and a 
formal and final vote was scheduled for the March 22 general meeting. The revised Bylaws 
were approved during this meeting. 

 

Future Direction 
Several of the Bylaws changes approved by the Council involved removal of procedural 
language from the Bylaws, however these procedures will need to be documented in a new 
Operating Handbook for the Council.  

This will be developed by the Parliamentarian in the 2018-2019 Staff Council term and brought 
before the Council for a vote for adoption.  

 

Conclusion  
This year, the Bylaws Committee identified a significant number of Bylaws changes that were 
necessary. Over the course of several months, the committee received input from the Executive 
Committee and the Council at large and on March 22, 2018 those changes were approved by 
Staff Council. 

The Staff Council Bylaws have been updated to reflect current Staff Council practices, policies 
that are aligned with the Council’s purpose and constituency, and language that is consistent 
with the university’s style guide.  

  



Appendix A 
Impactful policy changes brought before the Council in the February general meeting: 

Previous Bylaws Policy New Bylaws Policy Purpose of Change 
Representatives are 
allowed four general 
meeting absences before 
Executive Committee 
considers their removal. 

Representatives are allowed three 
general meeting absences before 
Executive Committee considers 
their removal. 

Staff Council has only ten general 
meetings per year and meetings 
are available via webcast; fewer 
meetings should be missed before 
a representative is considered 
disengaged from the Council and 
removed. 

Representatives who get a 
new job at UT and move to 
a different district are 
removed from Staff Council. 

These representatives will be given 
the opportunity to represent their 
new district or, if filled, become an 
at-large representative, as space 
allows. 

Engaged representatives should 
have an established way to remain 
on Staff Council upon an intra-
university transfer. 

Standing committees are 
identified in the Bylaws. 
They include: Issues and 
Research, Nominations and 
Elections, Resources, and 
Communications. 

Add: Diversity and Inclusion, Health 
and Wellness, Sustainability, 
Professional Development.  

Added committees have existed as 
annual committees for the last 
several years, and their topics are 
expected to affect staff for the 
foreseeable future.  

The Nominations and 
Elections committee chair 
and Parliamentarian are 
separate roles. 

Merge Nominations and Elections 
committee chair with 
Parliamentarian. 

Both roles require a relatively 
limited work load with similar 
duties and should be combined. 

The order of general 
meeting agenda items are 
prescribed. 

Agenda items are outlined in 
Bylaws, but the order is up to the 
presiding officer to choose as 
needed. 

The order of a meeting’s agenda is 
overly prescriptive and such detail 
does not belong in a governing 
document that should be as 
unchanging as the Bylaws. 

Representatives are limited 
to two 2-year terms, then 
expected to wait 12 months 
before running for Staff 
Council again, unless there 
is no other nomination for 
that district seat. 

If no nominations are produced 
during the formal nomination 
period then after that period 
expires any eligible nominee for the 
vacant seat, including 
representatives who have reached 
or exceeded their term limit, may 
begin to serve immediately upon 
nomination and acceptance, or 
upon self-nomination, without 
requirement for an additional 
formal open nomination period. 

The old policy was unclear and did 
not represent and explain how the 
current policy was to be used in 
order to allow engaged 
representatives to stay active past 
their term limit. 



Other policy changes included in final Bylaws: 

Previous Bylaws Policy New Bylaws Policy Purpose of Change 
Executive Committee vote 
is required to remove a 
disengaged representative, 
with no quorum definition 
provided. 

Two-thirds Executive Committee 
vote is required for approval of 
removing a disengaged 
representative.  

Two-thirds vote is required for 
similar Executive Committee 
decisions; new policy adds clarity 
and consistency for Executive 
Committee voting expectations. 

Extensive detail provided 
on procedure of initial 
contact to representatives. 

This detail is removed and will be 
added to a new Staff Council 
Operating Handbook. 

Information provided was too 
detailed to be in a governing 
document that should be as 
unchanging as the Bylaws. 

At-large representatives are 
not expected to 
communicate to any 
constituents. 

At-large representatives are 
expected to communicate to 
unrepresented districts. 

Although this was the informal 
process, the responsibility of 
communication with 
unrepresented districts was not 
clearly established. 

Officer elections occur in 
May. 

Officer elections occur in February 
before the end of the Staff Council 
year. 

An overlap period is created for 
knowledge transfer and continuity 
planning. 

Extensive detail included on 
responsibilities of standing 
committees. 

This detail is removed and will be 
added to a new Staff Council 
Operating Handbook. 

Information provided was too 
detailed to be in a governing 
document that should be as 
unchanging as the Bylaws. 

Annual committee reports 
required Executive 
Committee approval before 
May presentation of 
committee reports to the 
Council. 

Removed approval step. There was no compelling reason 
to require annual committees to 
get formal approval on reports 
whereas standing committees 
were not. 

Ad hoc committee chairs 
were required to be elected 
by committee. 

Added the option for ad hoc 
committee chairs to be appointed 
by the Staff Council Officers. 

Frequently, the chair of a 
committee must be determined 
before the committee itself is 
formed. 

Bylaws were not required 
to be reviewed in any 
standard way or with any 
regularity. 

Bylaws must be reviewed every two 
years. 

New review cadence should keep 
the Bylaws more closely aligned 
with Staff Council needs. 

 

(continued on next page) 

  



(Other policy changes - continued from previous page) 

Previous Bylaws Policy New Bylaws Policy Purpose of Change 
Officers’ terms ended at close 
of June meeting. 

Officers’ terms end at close of 
May meeting. 

The end of the Staff Council 
term is May, so any leadership 
position’s end of term should 
align with their potential end 
of term as a Staff Council 
representative. 

Issues and Research 
committee reported on all UT 
staff-submitted issues to the 
entire Council. 

Issues and Research 
committee report all issues to 
Executive Committee. 

Reporting to the entire 
Council would require too 
much time, and has not been 
done in practice for at least 
the last four years. 

Officer nominations are 
accepted only on the floor of 
the general meeting in which 
elections take place. 

Officer nominations are 
accepted during the period 
between the January and 
February meetings, but not 
during the February 
(elections) meeting itself. 

Contested elections require 
coordination of vote counters, 
whereas uncontested 
elections do not. This change 
should prevent vote counters 
from attending election 
meetings in which they are 
not needed. 



Benefits Committee 

Prepared by The University of Texas at Austin Staff Council Annual Committee on Benefits 

 

Committee members: Elizabeth M Korves (Chair), Mirna Benhamou, Charla 
Carrington, Yvonne Kimmons, Crystal McCallon, Wendy Nesmith, Anthony Pass, 
Molly Royce, Ronnie Ruiz, and Marc Speir 

 

Summary 
The Benefits Committee formed to look at three major concerns that came up in the survey 
conducted by the Staff Council in 2016 regarding staff concerns:  compensation, parking permit 
wait list issues, and employee perks. No progress was made in regards to compensation.  
Limited progress was made on the issue of the parking permit waitlist.  A communication plan 
has been developed and will be implemented over summer and fall regarding employee perks. 

  



Compensation 
Concerns: 
An across-the-board/cost-of-living pay raise has not happened in many years.  While merit pay 
raises have been available, the University has not set aside money towards the merit increases 
but asks the units to come up with the funding from other savings in their budgets.   

Obstacles: 
The major obstacle to across-the-board/cost-of-living pay raise is lack of funding from 
legislature. 

Actions: 
No progress was made on this concern. 

 

Parking Permit Wait List 
Concerns 
Two years ago, Parking and Transportation (PTS) changed the rankings on their garage permit 
waitlists from a first come/first serve prioritization to prioritizing the waitlist based on job title 
and salary.  This has resulted in staff members who find themselves regularly being bumped 
further down the list as new people get hired instead of steadily moving up.   

Several committees were presented this concern, including the Benefits committee, the Issues 
and Resource Committee, and the C-9 Transportation Policies Committee, which is a Faculty 
Council committee that reviews the priorities for permits, makes recommendations to the 
president, and helps establish traffic and parking regulations. The C-9 committee includes four 
staff members, including a member of the Benefits Committee.   

The work was coordinated through these three committees, which led to a review by PTS of the 
wait list policy. This resulted in discovering some staff members who had been inadvertently 
bumped far down the list at the time the policy changed. These staff received permits and the 
process was amended to ensure this wouldn’t happen again.  Bobby Stone, Director of Parking 
and Transportation Services, spoke at the January 2018 Staff Council meeting to share the 
reasoning behind the waitlist policy but there was no time for follow up questions.  Mr. Stone 
returned to the Staff Council in April 2018 to further address concerns that had been raised. 

Obstacles 
While some staff members did receive permits as a result of this issue being brought up, the 
permit wait list policy has not yet been changed to the satisfaction of the group.  

https://facultycouncil.utexas.edu/c9-transportation-policies-committee


Actions 
Continue discussions with PTS to help better understand and form policy that impacts the 
ability of staff to obtain parking permits in a fair and timely manner. 

Employee perks 
Concerns 
A number of discounts and other perks are available to UT employees but many employees are 
unaware of them.  The committee’s original goal was to consolidate information on the various 
perks onto on webpage so employees could more easily find information.  

Obstacles 
It was discovered that Human Resources already has a similar webpage, but it is not well-known 
and it is difficult to find. In addition to advertising this page more, the committee is also 
concerned with communication to those with no/limited internet access and whose first 
language is not English.  In February, the committee met with Rhonda Weldon, Director of 
Financial and Admin Services Communications in the Office of Financial Affairs and CFO, to 
develop a communication plan. 

Actions 
In March, Rhonda Weldon presented a communication plan to the Benefits Committee for 
increasing awareness of employee perks across campus.  Over the summer, an improved 
webpage will be developed.  In the fall, a social media campaign will be launched to spread 
knowledge of UT employee perks.  A draft of the communications plan is attached in Appendix 
B.  The Benefits Committee intends to continue work on this through project through next year. 



Employee Perks 
Communications 

Draft 3 
Last Edited April 3, 2018 

Communication Plan Page 1 of 2 

PLAN SUMMARY MESSAGES DELIVERABLES TIMELINE NOTES KEY 
AUDIENCES 

Communication	Plan	
Summary 
The goal of this communications plan is to build awareness for and participation in UT Austin employee benefit and 
perks programs.  

Key Stakeholders (Target Audiences) 
UT Austin benefits-eligible staff members 

Messages 
Working for UT Austin has perks beyond health and retirement benefits. 

As an employee of the university you have access to a variety of discounted services, products, as well as training 
and continuing education opportunities. 

Find out what UT Austin has to offer its employees (direct to website featuring array of services, products, etc.) 

Deliverables 
Web page devoted to promoting UT Austin employment benefits/perks. 

Email promoting web page and UT Austin employment benefits/perks. 

Social media announcing web page followed by campaign promoting specific perks (e.g., Did you know as an 
employee you can . . .) 

Bilingual flyer promoting UT Austin employment benefits/perks 

Single sign on feature for LifeMart 

Timeline Cascade / Related Objectives 
Web page devoted to UT Austin employment benefits/perks completed by June 1 (timeline to be confirmed by 
University Communications web master. 

Draft email/bilingual flyer to employees (from chair of Staff Council?) and social media announcements and posts 
by August 1. 

Approved email to employees sent mid to late September 

Appendix B: Employee Perks DRAFT 



 
Employee Perks 

Communications 
Document Version 3.0 

 

CITEC Communication Plan   Page 2 of 2 

Flyer distributed to staff in nondigital employment positions 

Social media announcing web page posted mid to late September 

Social media featuring specific perks posted throughout September. 

Suggest Staff Council feature speakers/videos to promote perks. 



Communications Committee 

Prepared by The University of Texas at Austin Staff Council Standing Committee on 
Communications 

 

Committee members: Tiffo Carmichael (Chair), Elizabeth Arredondo, Joseph 
Bussey, Teresita Gonzalez, Dustin Slater, and Jenna Smith 

 

Summary 
A change in leadership In November restarted the work of the committee. The committee then 
decided the most important goals for the remainder of the year would include: continued work 
on the Council’s website, increasing the Council’s social media presence, and committing to 
fostering interconnectivity between the Council and other staff support groups and 
committees. The website and social media are tools that are used to communicate the value of 
Staff Council to the community and help recruit new members. A revised website will be rolled 
out in the summer. The committee started work on connecting Staff Council to other staff 
support groups and committees across campus with the goal of increasing collaboration of the 
groups in accomplishing their goals.  

 

  



Introduction 
Staff Council recognizes that while the university has a number of staff events, organizations, 
and enrichment opportunities available, the awareness of these efforts is difficult to 
disseminate. Information is scattered across different portals and the various teams, interest 
groups, and clubs that exist for staff on campus can often feel unsure how to spread the word 
about their event or project to those who might be interested. This disparate approach marks a 
significant barrier to spreading the word amongst staff.  Staff Council may help rectify this by 
serving as a central location of information on the various opportunities available to UT staff.   

The Communications Committee focused on two main areas: communication with constituents 
and outreach to staff-led organizations.  

 

Communication with Constituents  
Website concerns:  
The current Staff Council website uses WordPress, which is a free blog service. This has an easy-
to-use interface, but the content is poorly organized and it is not mobile-friendly. 
Representatives and constituents have a difficult time finding information. Parts of the website 
are not ADA-compliant and upkeep, including security patches, rely on Staff Council volunteers 
knowing how to do website maintenance and having technical skills.  
 
Website actions: 
Staff Council contracted with ITS to assist with the layout and design of a new website. The 
content will be reorganized to be constituent-focused and moved to Drupal, which will provide 
ADA-compliant templates which are mobile-friendly and will be easier for volunteers to 
maintain. Though there is a cost associated with contracting with ITS, it also means security 
updates will done automatically. 

Social media: 
Social media, such as Twitter and Facebook, is used to facilitate the dispersal of information on 
Council proceedings, advertise upcoming events, and build connections with constituents. 
During Staff Council general meetings each month a volunteer from the Communications 
Committee live-tweets throughout the meeting, averaging over 30 tweets per meeting. 
Throughout the month volunteers also retweet relevant information. As of May 1, 2018, Staff 
Council (@UTStaffCouncil) had 1,261 followers on Twitter, gaining about 10 new followers each 
month. The account averages 50 tweets per month and gains about 301 profile visits per 
month. 
 

https://twitter.com/UTStaffCouncil


Outreach to staff-led organizations 
Concerns: 
The university has a number of staff events, organizations, and enrichment opportunities 
available, but the information is difficult to disseminate. Each interest groups, organization or 
club takes a different approach, which can create a significant barrier to spreading the word 
about their group amongst staff. 

Actions: 
The Communications Committee has begun planning a meet-and-greet for staff organizations 
that will take place in fall 2018 or early 2019. The goals are to:  

• Encourage cross-communication and collaboration amongst the different staff interest 
groups so that awareness of these groups is raised.  

• Combine public relations efforts of these groups to raise employee engagement. 
• Position Staff Council to become a source of beneficial employee information that is not 

available in other locations.  
 

Conclusion 
The Communications Committee has worked this year to develop new and strengthen 
established communication paths between the Council and its constituents.  The groundwork 
has been laid for both the revitalization of the website and taking steps toward improving 
interconnectivity between different UT staff organizations. Both tasks are expected to show 
marked results in the next year of the Council. 

  



Diversity and Inclusion Committee 

Prepared by The University of Texas at Austin Staff Council Annual Committee on Diversity and 
Inclusion 

 

Committee members: Susan Stockton (Chair), Rainbow Di Benedetto, Sandra 
Catlett, Glenn Dembowski, Cynthia Duckworth, Jocelyn Elder, Shaleiah Fox, 
Courtney Glynn, Maureen Kelly, Nije Lane, Vicki Miller, Thomas Pearce, Maria 
Ruffino, Timothy Miles Sapp, and Marisol Sanchez 

 

Summary 
The Diversity and Inclusion Committee worked on several issues this year, including research 
into university-wide diversity training and creating more diverse hiring practices. The 
committee collaborated with the ADA Coordinator and passed along concerns from 
constituents the pedestrian pathways on Speedway and access to the UT Administration 
Building. A member of the committee was also able to be involved in the hiring committee for 
the Vice President of the Division of Diversity and Community Engagement. 

Diversity and inclusion topics have continued to garner the interest of staff members and as a 
result, the group transitioned from an annual committee to a standing committee this year. 
This allows the group to promote projects that may take longer than one term to complete and 
plan for leadership transitions, as the group knows it will be in existence again the following 
year.  

  



Introduction 
The Diversity and Inclusion Committee strives to promote relevant education at all levels to 
ensure a welcoming and inclusive campus climate and to provide all staff with a voice and the 
opportunity to be heard.  

A university-wide staff survey administered in October 2016 helped determine what topics the 
Staff Council should address. Diversity and Inclusion received the second most responses from 
the survey, and as a result, a committee was formed.  

The 2016 survey also revealed a number of diversity and inclusion–related issues, which were 
presented at the Staff Council annual retreat in July 2017. Since then, the committee has 
worked to address them in a variety of ways, including developing diversity training for 
university-wide implementation. Additionally, in March 2018 Staff Council voted to add the 
Diversity and Inclusion Committee as a standing committee in the bylaws.  

 

Resources 
The committee’s greatest resource is the University Diversity and Inclusion Action Plan (UDIAP), 
a document that reinforces the university’s commitment to diversity through an actionable 
strategy. The UDIAP has given the university community the opportunity to promote and 
implement diversity and inclusion efforts as it pertains to university leadership; the campus 
climate; students, faculty, staff, alumni, and the community; pre-K–12 partnerships and the 
education pipeline; and communications, assessment, and accountability. 
 

Activities 
Issue: Transition to a standing committee  
Diversity and inclusion issues are not seasonal and are strongly associated with the campus 
climate and its safety. University leadership has been highly supportive of diversity-related 
efforts and the number of diversity-related issues that come up in Staff Council meetings 
indicates that the staff also has continued interest. The Staff Council Executive Committee 
agreed and the Bylaws committee worked to add this committee to the list of standing 
committees. 

In addition, by making this committee a standing committee it allows members to create 
projects that are larger or more complicated in scope. Also, the committee can better transition 
projects from one year’s membership to another, as they do not have to be concerned with the 
committee dissolving or starting over. 

http://diversity.utexas.edu/university-diversity-inclusion-action-plan


Resolution: 
Revisions to the Staff Council bylaws were approved in March 2018 and included adding the 
Diversity and Inclusion Committee to the list of standing committees. 

 

Issue: Development of university-wide diversity training  
Training was identified as a way to improve understanding of diversity-related concepts and 
issues across campus. The committee members reviewed the diversity training already 
implemented in one university department (see Appendix C). 

Recommendation:  
The committee recommends implementing diversity training in all departments across campus. 
It is recommended to use classroom training rather than online-only training, as classroom 
training encourages dialogue and may result in greater behavior change. Benchmarking training 
in use at other universities is also a possible next step.   

 

Issue: Pedestrian pathways on Speedway  
A newly installed pedestrian pathway along Speedway had many loose or missing bricks that 
presented potential safety hazards and affected accessibility. Committee members reached out 
to campus leadership and the university’s Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) coordinator, as 
well as to construction personnel and learned that the replacement of these bricks was already 
underway. Other concerns regarding accessibility and construction improvement projects 
around campus were passed on to the ADA coordinator as well. 

Resolution:  
The brick replacement project will be completed spring 2018. 

 

Issue: Access to UTA  
A planned relocation of the Human Resources Service Center (HRSC) to the UT Administrative 
Building (UTA) caused concerns for many staff members regarding accessibility. The committee 
chose to hold a meeting at UTA in order to assess how easily the HRSC could be accessed. The 
committee found that there is a drop-off of several feet with stairs on the sidewalk north of 
UTA that wheelchair users will not be able to traverse. 

Resolution:  
The committee informed the university ADA coordinator about the north sidewalk. 



 

Issue: More diverse hiring for specific departments  
In the 2016 staff survey, two responses singled out specific departments as needing more 
diverse hiring. Committee representatives met individually with Human Resource 
representatives for those departments to make them aware.   

Resolution:  
The departmental HR representatives were responsive and, in each case, provided information 
to the committee on hiring initiatives to effectively address the concerns raised. 

 

Issue: Closer involvement with the DDCE  
A hiring committee was created to fill the vacancy of the Vice President of UT Austin’s Division 
of Diversity and Community Engagement (DDCE). This position provides a pivotal role in 
promoting and supporting diversity, inclusion, and community engagement at the university. 
This person will also spearhead the division’s strategic plan and coordinate with many other 
university diversity and education initiatives. University leadership reached out to Staff Council 
to find a staff member to represent staff interests on the committee. This hiring committee is 
made up of staff, faculty, students, alumni, and Austin community members. 

Resolution:  
The chairperson of the Diversity and Inclusion committee was chosen to serve on the hiring 
committee and represent staff interests. They will be working with DDCE leadership to develop 
a healthy relationship after the new VP is installed.   

 

Future Objectives 
As a standing committee, longer-term objectives can now be created. 

• Strengthen the committee’s relationship with the DDCE and its new Vice President by 
meeting with them regularly.  

• Support university leadership in its effort to implement the UDIAP. One example could 
be to develop a university-wide survey based on the implementation and resource 
guide, which would supplement the survey currently available on the UTDAIP website.  

• Investigate outreach to staff with limited computer access, language barriers, or who 
work second- and third-shift schedules.  

o Help ensure fundamental information, such as forms and benefits information, 
are readily available and appropriately distributed to increase inclusivity. 

http://diversity.utexas.edu/actionplan/progress-updates
https://utexas.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_ewy9Mugdi1FypA9


• Survey other universities to assess their successful initiatives for diversity and inclusion
issues for possible implementation or improvement at UT Austin.

• Collect data on Staff Council vacancies and diversity so we can accurately represent the
diversity of the university community.

o Work with units to identify recruitment efforts for staff that are from
underrepresented groups or not represented at all in Staff Council.

• Assess the need for additional UT Austin–wide training, such as BeVocal and the Gender
and Sexuality Center’s education program, which promote active support for
underrepresented groups by the entire university community, and determine whether
diversity training should have a classroom component.

• Develop partnerships and collaborate with groups on campus, such as the Hispanic
Faculty/Staff Association, the Asian/Asian American Faculty and Staff Association, the
Pride and Equity Faculty Staff Association, and the Black Faculty and Staff Association.

• Create a separate transportation committee (or subcommittee) to address
transportation-related issues, which affect diversity and inclusivity (especially
accessibility), in accordance with the UDIAP.

Conclusion 
Diverse workplaces increase innovation, retention, and productivity. A diverse and inclusive 
culture at The University of Texas at Austin will help make our entire campus stronger and 
better equipped to support and propel the academic mission of the university. The Diversity 
and Inclusion Committee hopes this report will raise awareness regarding the constituency 
outreach for Staff Council and how the supported measures can help create a balanced 
representation of the UT workforce in Staff Council. 

https://www.wellnessnetwork.utexas.edu/BeVocal/
http://diversity.utexas.edu/genderandsexuality/
http://diversity.utexas.edu/genderandsexuality/
http://sites.utexas.edu/hfsa/
http://sites.utexas.edu/hfsa/
http://sites.utexas.edu/aaafsa/
http://sites.utexas.edu/pefsa/
http://sites.utexas.edu/bfsa/


Appendix C: Example diversity training from Housing and 
Dining Services 



Flexible Work Arrangements Committee 

Prepared by The University of Texas at Austin Staff Council Annual Committee on Flexible Work 
Arrangements 

Committee members: Alex Reshanov (Chair), Wolfgang Bollich, Amanda Davila, 
James Pollard, Karla Steffen, Kimberly Sullivan, Aaron Ulmer, Michael Lee Walker, 
and Stephen Walker 

Summary 
The Committee on Flexible Work Arrangements was formed in the fall of 2016 in response to 
strong interest from UT Staff Council constituents1. During the 2016-17 term, the committee 
conducted interviews with 17 managers across the university from both academic and 
administrative units about their experiences with and/or reservations about supervising flexible 
work arrangements. The committee hoped to discover why some managers are hesitant to 
approve these arrangements and what tools and best practices might address their concerns.   

The committee built upon this initial research in the 2017-18 term with two additional surveys 
that targeted specific groups and a research report that combines UT-specific findings with 
Austin and national data.  The first survey (“COLA survey”) targeted the College of Liberal Arts 
senior staff organization (“LASSO”) and included responses from managers and non-managers 
(see Appendix D). Similarly, a shorter survey (“District 522 survey”) was issued to managers and 
non-managers in District 522, which includes close to 200 employees across departments and 
colleges (see Appendix E). 

Based on these research findings, the committee concluded that both managers and non-
managers generally agree on the elements that make a flexible work arrangement successful, 
while both groups seek guidance on how to effectively communicate the specifics and details of 
these elements in their flexible work proposals and agreements.  

1 In 2016, Staff Council issued a survey to university staff members. Of the 1436 respondents, over half chose 
flexible work arrangements as the top project they wanted UTSC to pursue during the 2016/17 session. 



To serve as an educational resource on successful flexible work proposals and agreements for 
campus, the committee pursued the following projects for the 2017-2018 year:   

1. Completed a research report that combines national, local, and UT-specific data and 
findings to summarize the benefits of flexible work arrangements and highlight the need 
for organizations like UT to support and grow these options to recruit and retain 
valuable employees.  

2. Partnered with Claire Hahn from central Human Resources (“HR”) to share research, 
data, and training materials for the Flexible Work Arrangements webpage maintained by 
HR, and provided feedback for the Financial and Administrative Services (“FAS”) 
initiative to revise flexible work arrangement forms and policies within the portfolio.   

3. Commenced work on a pilot department-specific presentation for COLA managers in 
collaboration with COLA HR to outline the elements needed for successful agreements 
and to answer frequently asked questions. Following this pilot, the committee hopes to 
help other interested departments create customized presentations for their 
managers.   

 

Introduction 
Flexible work arrangements include both nonstandard schedules (flexible start/end times, 
compressed work, and part-time schedules) as well as telework/remote work options.  Based 
on current UT policies on flexible work arrangements, which require supervisor approval, and 
the need for additional guidance on flexible work proposals/agreements shared by UT survey 
respondents, the committee focused its efforts on the education of UT staff, particularly 
managers, about best practices for successful flexible work arrangements.   

First, the committee compiled research from numerous studies and surveys to create a 
shareable document that summarizes both the benefits of flexible arrangements for employees 
and employers as well as the urgent need to expand these offerings given the unique 
challenges (personnel, budgetary, and environmental) UT faces as an organization in a city like 
Austin, Texas.  

From the COLA and District 522 surveys conducted over the 2017-2018 year, the committee 
found that both managers and non-managers indicated the following elements were important 
for success. However, both non-managers and managers struggled with how to confidently 
customize these elements in their written agreements. The common themes throughout these 
elements were clarity and effective communication (verbal and written). Based on its research, 
the committee has proposed some best practice recommendations that can be shared with the 
campus.  



Elements for success:   
1. Define and explain the types of flexible work arrangements available (e.g. compressed 

workweeks, flexible start/end times, flexible lunch periods, telework ad hoc, and/or 
regular/recurring telework).  

a. Recommendation: Include these definitions and options on HR’s web page, in 
department-specific materials, and on forms themselves as appropriate.  

2. Experimentation as an option.  
a. Recommendation: Encourage managers and employees to tweak their 

arrangements by starting with trial periods. Suggest a trial period option on HR’s 
web page, in department-specific materials, and on forms themselves as 
appropriate.  

3. Clear expectations for types of communication (email, phone, chat, etc.), 
responsiveness, and work hours.  

a. Recommendation: UT provides standard forms that list these elements, but 
allow supervisors and employees to fill in the details. By drafting their own 
“integrity” agreements around these elements it creates buy-in and meaningful 
accountability together.  

4. Clear and continued feedback on what is working well and not working well.  
a. Recommendation: Supervisors and employees agree on check-in frequency (e.g. 

weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, etc.) to discuss both the work and the flexible 
arrangement itself. This is already an HR best practice. 

b. Recommendation: Include a section for employees to evaluate their own 
telework/flex success and ways to improve (if needed) in annual self-appraisals.  

c. Recommendation: Utilize metrics/results-based performance management with 
regular and flex employees as is already recommended by HR. 

5. Clarify availability/flexibility expectations for business needs.   
a. Recommendation: Articulate reasons an employee may need to adjust their 

flex/telework day or hours, what is reasonable notice, and encourage swapping 
of days/schedules to meet the business needs.  

6. Clarification on what are legitimate business reasons versus what flex/telework is not 
for (e.g. substitute for childcare, etc.).  

a. Recommendation: Include these reasons on HR’s web page, in department-
specific materials, and on forms themselves as appropriate.  

7. Reasons why agreements could be suspended and/or terminated as well as how to 
restore this privilege.  

a. Recommendation: Include these reasons on HR’s web page, in department-
specific materials, and on forms themselves as appropriate. 

b. Recommendation: Mirror progressive discipline policies where employees 
receive notice about issues and opportunities to correct and improve. 



c. Recommendation: Clearly communicate that if business needs change the 
agreement can be terminated. Include this on HR’s web page, in department-
specific materials, and on forms themselves as appropriate. 

8. Clarity on technological resources/needs (access to laptops, VPNs, etc.)  
a. Recommendation: Include this information on HR’s web page, in department-

specific materials, and on forms themselves as appropriate.  
9. Fairly determine which positions are eligible for the various flex options.   

a. Recommendation: Begin to indicate whether positions are eligible for flex 
schedules and/or telework in job postings and offer letters, so this expectation is 
agreed to upon acceptance of employment.  

b. Recommendation: Include information related to appropriate positions on HR’s 
web page, in department-specific materials, and on forms themselves as 
appropriate.  

The committee shared these recommendations in its collaboration efforts with both central HR 
and COLA.   

The committee met with Claire Hahn, Work-life Balance & Wellness Manager with central HR in 
the fall and spring to (1) share their research findings, (2) improve HR’s flexible work web page 
by providing suggestions for a frequently asked questions section (see Appendix F) and content 
updates around the elements for success, (3) collaborate on presentations, and (4) provide 
feedback to the Financial and Administrative Services (“FAS”) initiative to update and revise its 
flexible work arrangement forms.  

Finally, using data from the COLA and District 522 survey, the committee began work on a 
department-specific training in collaboration with COLA HR. COLA, one of the largest colleges 
within UT Austin, can serve as a pilot for similar department-specific presentations. The 
committee hopes to create a slide framework that can be modified for individual colleges and 
departments based on their unique challenges and needs. The committee can also serve as a 
resource to help colleges and departments find appropriate presenters within their ranks.   

 

Committee Projects and Outcomes 
Research Report 
Research shows that flexible work arrangements improve employee morale, grow trust and 
loyalty within an organization, increase productivity, support health and attendance, assist with 
recruitment and retention of highly-skilled workers across age groups, lead to cost savings for 
both employees and organizations, and support sustainability for the environment.   



Employees increasingly value work/life balance second only to monetary compensation2. The 
2017 Employee Engagement survey revealed that the lowest scoring areas related to pay with 
only 23% of employees reporting that their salary kept pace with the cost of living in Austin, 
only 24% reporting that their salaries were competitive with other jobs in the community 
and/or comparable institutions, and only 34% of employees agreeing that they were paid fairly. 
On the other hand, 78% of employees agreed that parts of their jobs could be performed with 
flexible work arrangements.3 

Managers who have not actually managed flex/telework employees cite three concerns that 
are disproved by the research. First, while some worry about productivity, research shows that 
productivity actually increases4.  Second, rather than finding flex management to take more 
time and/or energy, managers consistently report high levels of satisfaction and efficiency 
when managing flex users.   The only managers that have difficulty with flex employees are 
those that used antiquated management techniques like basing performance on face time in 
the office.  Results or metrics-based performance management is already a best practice with 
most companies, flex work complements the metrics-based system, and flex options can even 
uncover management ineffectiveness in this area5.  Third, many managers inaccurately believe 
flex options are only for employees when the cost savings to the organization are even 
greater6.  

Employees surveyed at UT noted one reason they were afraid to utilize a flex/telework option 
was because they fear it will harm their career advancement (see Appendix E).  Research shows 
that when senior leadership conveys enthusiastic and consistent support for flex options this 
hesitancy at lower levels is eliminated7. 

2 See 2016 Deloitte Millennial Survey: Winning Over the Next Generation of Leaders, pages 20-22, 
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/About-Deloitte/gx-millenial-survey-2016-
exec-summary.pdf; see also SHRM Research: Flexible Work Arrangements, https://www.shrm.org/hr-
today/trends-and-forecasting/special-reports-and-expert-
views/Documents/Flexible%20Work%20Arrangements.pdf, 2015 (97% of companies use flexible work options to 
recruit and retain older workers in addition to millennials). 
3 See Executive Summary of 2017 Results, 
https://hr.utexas.edu/sites/hr.utexas.edu/files/721_Part1_Executive_Summary_2017.pdf  
4 See e.g. Kate Lister, Telecommuting Benefits: The Bottom Line, http://teleworkresearchnetwork.com, page 6, 
April 2010. 
5 See e.g. Kate Lister & Tom Harnish, Results-Based Management: The Key to Unlocking Talent, Increasing 
Productivity, http://teleworkresearchnetwork.com, page 8, September 2010. 
6 See e.g. Kate Lister, Telecommuting Benefits: The Bottom Line, http://teleworkresearchnetwork.com, pages 6-11, 
April 2010. 
7 See e.g. The Bottom Line on Telework for the Thurston Region State and Local Government, 
https://www.trpc.org/ArchiveCenter/ViewFile/Item/53, page 41, October 2013. 

                                                      

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/About-Deloitte/gx-millenial-survey-2016-exec-summary.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/About-Deloitte/gx-millenial-survey-2016-exec-summary.pdf
https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/trends-and-forecasting/special-reports-and-expert-views/Documents/Flexible%20Work%20Arrangements.pdf
https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/trends-and-forecasting/special-reports-and-expert-views/Documents/Flexible%20Work%20Arrangements.pdf
https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/trends-and-forecasting/special-reports-and-expert-views/Documents/Flexible%20Work%20Arrangements.pdf
https://hr.utexas.edu/sites/hr.utexas.edu/files/721_Part1_Executive_Summary_2017.pdf
http://teleworkresearchnetwork.com/
http://teleworkresearchnetwork.com/
http://teleworkresearchnetwork.com/
https://www.trpc.org/ArchiveCenter/ViewFile/Item/53


With its rapidly increasing population, traffic issues, and shortage of affordable housing, Austin 
and its residents are particularly poised to benefit from greater utilization of flexible work 
arrangements.  

Given ongoing budget constraints for UT Austin, flexible work arrangements may improve 
employee recruitment and retention when wages cannot always keep pace with the private 
sector while simultaneously increasing employee well-being, productivity, and engagement, 
decreasing absenteeism, and reducing individual, organizational, and environmental costs.  

The committee examined three major national and international studies, explored policies at 
two sister institutions (University of Michigan and University of California Berkeley), and 
supplemented this data with Austin-specific and UT-specific research findings and compiled 
these findings in Appendices D and E. The committee hopes the information in the report will 
be shared as a resource to support flexible work arrangements across campus. 
 

Collaboration with Human Resources  
In its meetings with Claire Hahn, the committee shared its research findings from both the 
COLA and District 522 surveys. The FAS portfolio is in the process of updating its standardized 
flexible work arrangement forms that are shared on the HR website for the entire campus’ use. 
Through these collaborative meetings, the information from real managers and employees will 
now be considered for content updates in the revised forms. The committee offered its 
continued feedback on subsequent drafts as needed.   

The committee also utilized HR’s existing flexible work presentations as a general framework in 
its efforts to create department-specific guidance material discussed more below. These HR 
educational presentations (one geared for managers and the other for employees) include 
information on frequently asked questions and provide communication guidance on how to 
discuss these issues. These presentations were recorded at the April 2017 UTSC meeting and 
are now available on the HR’s flexible work arrangement webpage.8 

Finally, the committee shared frequently asked questions from their research that could 
supplement the content on the HR flexible work webpage (see Appendix F). Some of these 
questions are now captured in the main page’s content, and the committee hopes to continue 
to assist with this effort in upcoming years. This information addresses both general concerns 
heard from staff and managers about flexible work arrangements and offers some specific 
guidance on how best to utilize these arrangements.  

 

8 See https://hr.utexas.edu/current/fwa  
                                                      

https://hr.utexas.edu/current/fwa


Department Specific Presentations: COLA Pilot  
Following the COLA and District 522 surveys, as well as meetings with COLA HR, the committee 
is in the process of creating a presentation that accurately reflects and clearly communicates 
COLA’s policies and practices for flexible work arrangements. This presentation can then be 
customized by other departments and colleges with the assistance of the committee.  

The committee will co-present this material with COLA HR at one of the monthly 
LASSO meetings where attendance of senior staff members, many of whom have managerial 
roles, is historically well-attended.   

In addition to covering frequently asked questions, the presentation focuses on the general 
elements of success (clear definitions, trial period options, communication preferences, 
responsiveness expectations, clear and continued feedback, flexibility discussions around 
business needs, clarification of legitimate business reasons, framework for 
suspension/termination of arrangements with options to restore the privilege, information on 
technology needs/resources, and objective criteria to determine flexible work eligibility) as well 
as benefits of these arrangements and more specific guidance on what forms are needed, 
where these are housed, and the process for approvals.  

COLA HR has been so receptive to the committee’s work that they resolved to update their flex 
work webpage to more clearly reflect the college’s current policy and best practices generally. 
The committee hopes that future partnerships with other colleges and departments will inspire 
similar interest in clarifying policies and more effectively communicating about resources.  

Conclusion 
Because both the 2017 COLA survey and the 2018 District 522 surveys revealed the greatest 
obstacles to successful flexible work arrangements are a lack of clarity about what specific 
agreements should and should not include and how managers and staff effectively 
communicate about these elements together, the committee focused its efforts on educational 
materials for campus. 

The committee hopes that helpful information from its research report will be shared across 
campus at all levels as departments and colleges explore the benefits of these work 
arrangements more to help UT stay competitive in the Austin job market. The committee also 
hopes that senior leadership at UT will support the use of flex/telework options with a clear 
message of support to eliminate any remaining uncertainty amongst staff and managers. 



The committee is also grateful for its partnership with central HR and hopes to continue to offer 
assistance with centralized webpage content and feedback on updated forms for the FAS 
portfolio that can serve as guides for the rest of campus.  

The committee looks forward to the COLA-pilot presentation and will incorporate feedback into 
subsequent presentation efforts. The committee may also explore ways to advertise its 
customizable presentation materials to other colleges and departments and may consider a 
train-the-trainer offering for other managers and HR professionals tasked with managing 
flexible work arrangements.   

The committee views itself as a shared resource for staff and managers on campus flexible work 
arrangements and will continue to explore other ways to assist departments, portfolios, and UT 
as a whole in the pursuit of this important objective. 

 

  



Appendix D: Questions from Qualtrics Survey for COLA senior 
staff  
Please answer the ONE set of questions below that best pertains to your office’s current flex 
work situation.    

If you currently supervise full-time staff who telecommute or work a flexible schedule 
(something other than M-F 8-5, please answer the following:   

1. Do you believe Flexible work arrangements help with recruitment, and retention of
employees?

2. Are you aware of COLA’s current flex work policy? Do you have any questions about it
3. Are you aware of the university’s flex work policy? Do you have any questions about it?
4. What types of flexible arrangements are in your office?
5. Were these arrangements at the request of the staff member, or something you chose

to offer?
6. What are your conditions/parameters for this arrangement?
7. What challenges and difficulties have you encountered?
8. What methods do you use to evaluate performance of these employees?
9. What benefits have you seen?
10. Do you find these positions more challenging to supervise? Why or why not?
11. Is there anything that would make supervising these positions easier?
12. Is there any kind of training or other support that would help either supervisors or staff

interested in flexible work arrangements? Please describe.
13. Would you encourage other units to offer similar arrangements? Why or why not?
14. Any other thoughts on this topic you’d like to share?

 If you do NOT currently supervise full-time staff who telecommute or work a flexible 
schedule (something other than M-F 8-5, please answer the following:   

1. Do you believe Flexible work arrangements help with recruitment, and retention of
employees?

2. Are you aware of COLA’s current flex work policy? Do you have any questions about it?
3. Are you aware of the university’s flex work policy? Do you have any questions about it?
4. Have any staff in your office requested telecommuting or flexible work arrangements? If

so, was it your decision not to approve them, or was there another reason for not
offering them? Please describe.

5. If a staff member did request flexible work arrangements, would you be willing to offer
them? Why or why not? If so, within what parameters?



6. Would flexible work arrangements negatively impact the business of your office? If so, 
how? How would your unit need to change in order to make this possible, and within 
what parameters? 

7. What difficulties or challenges would you anticipate in supervising a position with 
flexible work arrangements? 

8. What benefits might you expect from supervising staff with flexible work arrangements? 
9. Is there any kind of training or other support that you think would be helpful if you were 

to supervise staff with flexible work arrangements? 
10.  Any other thoughts on this topic you’d like to share? 

 

  



Appendix E: Questions from Qualtrics Survey for District 522 

1. Please select one. I currently have…
a. A telework agreement
b. A flex schedule (flexible start/end times, a compressed work schedule like a

4/10, 5/4/9, etc.)
c. Both
d. Neither

2. Please select one. I currently…
a. Officially supervise one or more employees
b. Do not have supervisory duties

3. Write-in question: For non-supervisors, please describe what in your opinion is
important to include in a flex/telework agreement between a supervisor and employee.
We welcome your thoughts regardless of whether you currently have a telework/flex
arrangement or not.

4. Write-in question: For supervisors, please describe what in your opinion is important to
include in a flex/telework agreement between a supervisor and employee. We welcome
your thoughts regardless of whether you currently manage employees with
telework/flex arrangements or not.



Appendix F: Flexible Work Arrangements FAQ as proposed by 
committee  

1. If I let one employee have a flexible work schedule, won’t I have to let everyone?
2. Will employees that have flexible work arrangements be more difficult to manage? Will

flexible work arrangements be more work to manage?
3. Will FWAs decrease my employee’s productivity?
4. What can I do if employees abuse flexible work arrangements?
5. If everyone comes and goes as they please, how will any work get done?
6. How can we work as a team if people are not in the office?
7. What technological resources are available to facilitate flexible work arrangements?
8. If I’m requesting both flexible hours and telework, which form should be submitted?
9. How often do flex schedule/telework agreement forms need to be renewed?
10. Can some telework hours be outside of the M-F, 7am to 6pm window? (e.g., working in

evenings or weekends)
11. What are examples of business reasons for teleworking?  Is employee retention

considered a business reason?
12. How should confidential data be handled when teleworking?



Appendix G: Research Report on Flexible Work Arrangements 
Research shows that flexible work arrangements improve employee morale, grow trust and 
loyalty within an organization, increase productivity, support health and attendance, assist with 
recruitment and retention of highly-skilled workers across age groups, lead to cost savings for 
both employees and organizations, and support sustainability for the environment.  

With its rapidly increasing population, traffic issues, and shortage of affordable housing, Austin 
and its residents are particularly poised to benefit from greater utilization of flexible work 
arrangements. 

Employees increasingly value work/life balance second only to monetary compensation.9 In 
2016, UT Staff Council (“UTSC”) issued a survey to university staff members. Of the 1436 
respondents, over half chose flexible work arrangements as the top project they wanted UTSC 
to pursue during the 2016-17 session. The 2017 UT Austin Employee Engagement survey 
revealed that the lowest scoring areas related to employee dissatisfaction with pay10 while 78% 
of employees agreed that parts of their jobs could be performed with flexible work 
arrangements.11 

Given ongoing budget constraints for UT Austin, flexible work arrangements may improve 
employee recruitment and retention when wages cannot always keep pace with the private 
sector while simultaneously increasing employee well-being, productivity, and engagement, 
decreasing absenteeism, and reducing individual, organizational, and environmental costs. 

The committee examined three major national and international studies, explored policies at 
two sister institutions (University of Michigan and University of California Berkeley), and 
supplemented this data with Austin-specific and UT-specific research findings. These findings 
are summarized below. 

9 See 2016 Deloitte Millennial Survey: Winning Over the Next Generation of Leaders, 
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/About-Deloitte/gx-millenial-survey-2016-
exec-summary.pdf, 20-22 (2016); see also SHRM Research: Flexible Work Arrangements, 
https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/trends-and-forecasting/special-reports-and-expert-
views/Documents/Flexible%20Work%20Arrangements.pdf (2015)(97% of companies use flexible work options to 
recruit and retain older workers as well). 
10 Only 23% of UT employees reported that their salary kept pace with the cost of living in Austin, only 24% 
reported that their salaries were competitive with other jobs in the community and/or comparable institutions, 
and only 34% of employees agreed that they were paid fairly. See Executive Summary of 2017 Results, 
https://hr.utexas.edu/sites/hr.utexas.edu/files/721_Part1_Executive_Summary_2017.pdf (2017). 
11 See Executive Summary of 2017 Results, 
https://hr.utexas.edu/sites/hr.utexas.edu/files/721_Part1_Executive_Summary_2017.pdf (2017). 
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National Studies 

(1) In 2015, the Society for Human Resources Management (“SHRM”) published combined 
survey results from two studies including (1) an employee job satisfaction and 
engagement report of 600 employees across the United States and (2) a workplace 
flexibility survey from 525 randomly selected human resources professionals with SHRM 
certification.12 

(2) Over an 18-month period in 2015-2016, MIT’s Associate Dean of Executive Education at 
Sloan School of Management summarized findings from a six-month trial period of flex 
and telework arrangements.13  

(3) In 2016, Deloitte surveyed over 7,700 millennial workers from 29 countries. This was the 
fifth millennial survey performed by Deloitte and focused on values, ambitions, and 
drivers of job satisfaction. Deloitte’s research shows that millennial workers now 
outnumber other generations and those that hold senior positions continues to grow. 
When salaries were removed, participants reported that good work/life balance (#1) 
and flexible work arrangements (#3) were two of the top three factors these workers 
consider when seeking employment.14 

(4) Global Workforce Analytics compiled data from over 500 case studies, research papers, 
books, and other documents on telecommuting. While this paper was completed in 
2010, and the three featured studies are more current, these results are still relevant. 
Global Workforce Analytics updated and confirmed this data in subsequent research 
reports and the findings echo the conclusions from these more recent studies.15 

 

Austin-Specific Studies 

(1) The City of Austin’s Employee Commute Reduction Program partnered with the non-
profit Movability Austin16 to create a telework pilot that measured (1) miles driven, (2) 

12 See SHRM Research: Flexible Work Arrangements, https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/trends-and-
forecasting/special-reports-and-expert-views/Documents/Flexible%20Work%20Arrangements.pdf (2015). 
13 MIT’s trial included the following key principles: “Everyone is encouraged to work remotely at least two to three 
days per week; Wednesdays are our ‘work in the office if you physically can’ days; You don’t need to work a strict 
9-to-5 schedule, but be mindful of regular business hours and don’t expect others to match your unique working 
hours; Don’t feel that you need to be connected 24/7.” See Peter Hirst, How a Flex-Time Program at MIT Improved 
Productivity, Resilience, and Trust, HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW, June 30, 2016. 
14 See 2016 Deloitte Millennial Survey: Winning Over the Next Generation of Leaders, 
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/About-Deloitte/gx-millenial-survey-2016-
exec-summary.pdf, 20-22 (2016). 
15 See Kate Lister, Telecommuting Benefits: The Bottom Line, http://teleworkresearchnetwork.com, April 2010; see 
also Kate Lister & Tom Harnish, Results-Based Management: The Key to Unlocking Talent, Increasing Productivity, 
http://teleworkresearchnetwork.com, September 2010; see also The Bottom Line on Telework for the Thurston 
Region State and Local Government, https://www.trpc.org/ArchiveCenter/ViewFile/Item/53, October 2013. 
16 See Movability Austin’s Case Studies on Employer Efforts to Reduce Traffic, 
http://movabilityaustin.org/employers/spotlight-on-employers/ (2018). 
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estimated miles per gallon to calculate emissions, (3) employee satisfaction with the 
pilot, and (4) productivity associated with telework. The data found that the pilot helped 
reduce emissions by over 50 percent. After reviewing the data and survey results, Austin 
Resource Recovery (“ARR”) Director approved the telework pilot to make it an official 
departmental program in July 2016. 17  

(2) In 2017, INRIX, Inc., a transportation analytics company published a new Global Traffic 
Scorecard, which analyzed 1,064 cities across 38 countries, resulting in the largest ever 
study of traffic congestion.18 Austin was ranked as the 13th most-congested city in the 
United States.19 

(3) A July 2017 report by the Austin Board of Realtors found that the median single-family 
home price in Austin is now approaching $370,000 as property taxes continue to rise.20 
 

 

Flex Policies at Comparable Universities: 

(1) The University of Michigan outlines several different flex and telework options available 
to staff.21 The University also cites the benefits to employees and the organization 
echoed in the other research studies.22 

(2) Similarly, the University of California Berkley offers the same range of options,23 also 
emphasizes the benefits to the institution and its staff,24 and even includes a common 
myths page for managers and administrators.25 

17 See Austin Resource Recovery Pilot, https://data.austintexas.gov/d/vewf-bfak/visualization; 
https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/austin-resource-recovery-telework-pilot (updated 2018); see also City of Austin 
Work from Home Day Pilot, City Council Resolution No. 20121206-072 CIUR 910, 
http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/pio/document.cfm?id=187052 (2013); see also Austin Sustainability Action 
Agenda Progress Report, http://leadershipaustin.org/wp-
content/uploads/2014/06/IOA_supplemental_session_4_sustainability-report.pdf (2014). 
18 The study found that “the U.S. ranked as the most congested developed country in the world, with drivers 
spending an average of 42 hours a year in traffic during peak hours…[with] direct and indirect costs of 
congestion…amount[ing] to nearly $300 billion in 2016, an average of $1,400 per driver.” See 
http://inrix.com/press-releases/los-angeles-tops-inrix-global-congestion-ranking/ (2017). 
19 Austin drivers spend “47 hours a year crawling along or at a standstill during their commutes…[t]hose 47 hours 
translate into a cost in lost time to drivers of $1,453 apiece, accosts the city an estimated $810 million a year in 
direct and indirect costs associated with those delays.” See http://inrix.com/press-releases/los-angeles-tops-inrix-
global-congestion-ranking/(2017); see also http://inrix.com/scorecard-city/?city=Austin%3B%20TX&index=72 
(2017). 
20 See John Eagen, Amid Austin’s housing affordability crisis, home prices keep rising, CULTURE MAP AUSTIN 
http://austin.culturemap.com/news/real-estate/08-21-17-austin-real-estate-report-july-2017/ (2017); see also 
Austin Board of Realtors, Central Texas Housing Market Report, http://www.abor.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/08/July-2017_CTXHMR_FINAL.pdf (2017). 
21 See https://hr.umich.edu/benefits-wellness/work-life/flexible-work-options (2018). 
22 See https://hr.umich.edu/benefits-wellness/family/work-life-resource-center/flexible-work-options/benefits-
workflex (2018). 
23 See https://hr.berkeley.edu/policies/leaves/other/flexible (2018). 
24 See https://hr.berkeley.edu/policies/leaves/other/flexible/benefits (2018). 
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UT Survey Results 

(1) In December 2017, this committee distributed a survey to senior staff at the College of 
Liberal Arts to gather information from managers and non-managers about flex work 
arrangements.26 

(2) In 2018, this committee distributed a second survey to District 522, which includes 190 
employees across departments and colleges (see Appendix E). The committee gathered 
qualitative feedback from 52 managers and non-managers.27 

 

 

Summary of Research Findings: 
 

Higher Morale and Organizational Trust 

The 2015 SHRM study found that of over 500 workplaces examined, 80% reported increases in 
employee morale, job satisfaction, and engagement while 84% reported improvements in the 
quality of employees’ personal/family lives form flexible work arrangements.28  

The SHRM study also found positive impacts on the relationship employees had with the 
organization with 72% reporting improvements to employee commitment to the organization, 
63% reporting improvements to company culture, and 52% finding a positive impact to the 
employer’s public image.29 

In addition to overall employee engagement statistically higher (55%) with telework/flex 
options, managers of flex users also report an even higher level of satisfaction (88%) managing 
these employees than the employees themselves report (81%).30 

25 See https://hr.berkeley.edu/faq/flexible-work-arrangements-mythreality (2018). 
26 The COLA survey included qualitative responses from 12 senior staff members. 
27 The March 2018 District 522 survey asked the following: (1) whether the respondent was a manager or non-
manager; (2) whether the respondent currently had a flex schedule, telework agreement, both, or neither; and (3) 
what that respondent believed was important to include in a flex/telework agreement or policy. 
28 See SHRM Research: Flexible Work Arrangements, https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/trends-and-
forecasting/special-reports-and-expert-views/Documents/Flexible%20Work%20Arrangements.pdf (2015). 
29 Id. 
30 See e.g. Kate Lister & Tom Harnish, Results-Based Management: The Key to Unlocking Talent, Increasing 
Productivity, http://teleworkresearchnetwork.com, page 8, September 2010. 
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MIT’s study recorded that 62% of employees had improved feelings of trust and respect for the 
organization following the telework pilot. Associate Dean Hirst concluded that employees who 
feel trusted will both complete their work more efficiently while simultaneously improving 
overall morale and culture.31 MIT’s most significant finding was that following the pilot program 
100% of the participants stated they would recommend working remotely to other 
departments.32 

Similarly, the City of Austin found that over 60% of managers involved in their telework pilot 
experiment in 2013 saw immediate improvements in employee morale.33 At UT Austin, 
participants in the 2017 COLA and 2018 District 522 surveys noted trust and morale as benefits 
they see in flexible arrangements whether they currently utilize such an arrangement or not. 

 

Increased Productivity and Work Quality 

Not only does flex and telework increase productivity and quality of work, but the majority of 
employees reinvest the time saved on commuting back into their work. Global Workforce 
Analytics found that 80% of companies report increased productivity and employees 
demonstrate a measurable 27% increase in productivity during their teleworking days, which 
amounts to an employee value of $32,136 per-person a year.  This 27% is due to higher levels of 
focus and concentration, fewer distractions like coworkers and water cooler talk, easy access to 
food, snacks, and beverages, no commute, and more overall hours spent working than office-
bound employees.34 

The SHRM study found that 67% of professionals evaluating employee performance reported 
improvements in productivity and 59% reported improved quality of work.35 This positive 
correlation was confirmed in a global study of over 24,000 managers where the data revealed 
that 80% of managers agreed that productivity increased, and more specifically found that 
commuters were able to work 18 more hours a week, whereas office-bound workers reached a 
limit at 38 hours per week.36 

31 See Peter Hirst, How a Flex-Time Program at MIT Improved Productivity, Resilience, and Trust, HARVARD BUSINESS 
REVIEW, June 30, 2016. 
32 Id. 
33 See City of Austin Work from Home Day Pilot, City Council Resolution No. 20121206-072 CIUR 910, 
http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/pio/document.cfm?id=187052 (2013). 
34 See e.g. Kate Lister, Telecommuting Benefits: The Bottom Line, http://teleworkresearchnetwork.com, April 2010. 
35 See SHRM Research: Flexible Work Arrangements, https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/trends-and-
forecasting/special-reports-and-expert-views/Documents/Flexible%20Work%20Arrangements.pdf (2015). 
36 See Kate Lister & Tom Harnish, Results-Based Management: The Key to Unlocking Talent, Increasing Productivity, 
http://teleworkresearchnetwork.com, September 2010. 
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Over half of the City of Austin employees surveyed stated they got more work done from home 
than in the office.37 In addition, 60% of City of Austin managers reported that the telework 
arrangement helped their employees concentrate better and increased productivity overall.38 

These numbers are consistent with other national studies that confirm remote work employees 
report improvement in the timeliness of their work (75%), improved work quality (67%), higher 
productivity (69%), communication and collaboration was effective, if not better (83%), and 
employees tend to apply the time saved commuting on their work (60%).39 

In the 2018 District 522 survey, mangers who either currently have flexible arrangements 
and/or telework agreements or are supportive of these options report that they believe 
productivity would increase as long as expectations for communication, check-ins, work hours, 
and deadlines were clearly articulated between the supervisor and employee. 

Managers also indicated having discretion within their department and work groups was 
important (i.e. blanket university policies were not preferred). One manager that currently 
utilizes telework suggested that employees self-evaluate their own flex/telework productivity 
annually, and if applicable, indicate where this could be improved over the next year to ensure 
managers and employees evaluate the arrangements together on an on-going basis.  

Independently, non-supervisors also agreed that clear expectations for communication, work 
hours, deadlines, response time, measurable work tasks, check-ins/evaluations, and flexibility 
to adjust these arrangements for business needs (like needed coverage or unplanned meetings) 
were important to ensure successful productivity and work quality. 

 

Improved Health and Attendance 

A combination of inflexible hours and wages that fail to keep pace with a city’s cost of living 
lead to negative health impacts for employees and problems of absenteeism for employers.40 

Psychologists find that commuting “can be a major cause of stress due to the unpredictability 
and a sense of loss of control” and is “associated with increased blood pressure, 
musculoskeletal problems, lower frustration tolerance, and higher levels of anxiety and 

37 See City of Austin Work from Home Day Pilot, City Council Resolution No. 20121206-072 CIUR 910, 
http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/pio/document.cfm?id=187052 (2013). 
38 Id. 
39 See Sarah Tann, The Pros and Cons of Flexible Work Schedules, ZENEFITS BLOG, 
https://www.zenefits.com/blog/offering-flexible-work-schedules/ (2017). 
40 See e.g. Sarah Landrum, Why Flexible Working Hours Make Employees More Productive, INC., 
https://www.inc.com/women-2/why-flexible-working-hours-actually-makes-employees-more-productive.html 
(2018). 
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hostility.”41 The stress from commuting can lead to increases in lateness, missed deadlines, and 
“worsened cognitive performance.”42 One additional hour on the road is linked to a 6% decline 
in health-related activities including sleep, exercise, healthy-food prep, and shared meals.43   

SHRM’s research also found that 52% of participants reported improvements in health and 
wellness and over one-third of companies reported a decrease in absenteeism (including time 
away from work for appointments) following the implementation of a telework policy.44 Global 
Workforce Analytics found that in over 500 case studies with at least half-time telework there 
was an average reduction of absenteeism of 3.7 days a year with an annual per person savings 
of $1,800 to the organization.  These results were achieved because employees experienced 
less stress, were less exposed to sick coworkers, were exposed to fewer occupational and 
environmental hazards, avoided driving, and had more time for exercise and healthy food.45 

MIT’s study found that their employees, the majority of whom do not live close to its 
Cambridge, Massachusetts campus, confirmed the findings about stress-related health impacts 
from their commutes.46 Even those that do use public transit for part of their commute still 
must drive to public transportation centers first.47  

Over 70% of City of Austin employees surveyed reported less stress during the pilot program, 
which was one of the factors in making the pilot a permanent policy.48 

The majority of UT Austin employees also live far enough away from campus that walking or 
biking is not possible, and even where public transportation is utilized for part of the commute, 
employees still must commute in their cars to park at the bus centers.  

41 See Marylynn Wei, Commuting: The Stress that Doesn’t Pay, PSYCHOLOGY TODAY, 
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/urban-survival/201501/commuting-the-stress-doesnt-pay (2015); see 
also Sarah Landrum, Why Flexible Working Hours Make Employees More Productive, INC., 
https://www.inc.com/women-2/why-flexible-working-hours-actually-makes-employees-more-productive.html 
(2018)(“spending more than 20 hours awake has the same impact on bodily and mental function as consuming five 
or six alcoholic drinks, people who work 50 or more hours a week are three times as likely to chronically abuse 
alcohol than those who don’t, and alcohol misuse costs the U.S. economy $223.5 billion every year [with] 
decreased workplace productivity account[ing] for a staggering 72 percent of the loss”). 
42 See Marylynn Wei, Commuting: The Stress that Doesn’t Pay, PSYCHOLOGY TODAY, 
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/urban-survival/201501/commuting-the-stress-doesnt-pay (2015). 
43 Id. 
44 See SHRM Research: Flexible Work Arrangements, https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/trends-and-
forecasting/special-reports-and-expert-views/Documents/Flexible%20Work%20Arrangements.pdf (2015). 
45 Id at 8. 
46 See Peter Hirst, How a Flex-Time Program at MIT Improved Productivity, Resilience, and Trust, HARVARD BUSINESS 
REVIEW, June 30, 2016. 
47 Id. 
48 See City of Austin Work from Home Day Pilot, City Council Resolution No. 20121206-072 CIUR 910, 
http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/pio/document.cfm?id=187052 (2013). 
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At UT Austin, participants from both COLA and District 522 noted stress-reduction and related 
health gains were benefits of flex arrangements. 

 

Recruitment/Retention 
Employers who offer flex and telework options are increasing substantially each year.49 For 
employers where salary increases are limited, work/life balance and flex and telework options 
are the first and third most important factors in successful recruitment and retention of highly-
skilled millennial workers.50  

However, what most employers currently offer is not enough for this generation of leaders 
where 88% of millennials desire greater flexibility in start and end times (within organizational 
needs like core hours) and 75% want to start or increase their ability to telework from locations 
where they are more productive. 51 Today’s workers overwhelmingly report they will not even 
consider applying to an organization with “antiquated” start/end times and limited remote 
work policies.52 

In addition, to millennials, SHRM’s research reveals that 97% of companies report that flexible 
scheduling options increased the effectiveness of their recruitment and retention efforts with 
older employees (Gen X and Baby Boomers) as well.  SHRM’s study further revealed that 61% of 
employers use flex arrangements to attract employees while 75% cite flex options as important 
retention tools, particularly for highly-skilled workers.53  

Turnover is statistically the highest cost to an organization with an average of 6-9 months of 
salary expended to recruit, train, and replace an employee.54  Global Workforce Analytics’ 

49 As of 2015, three out of five employers offered telecommuting on an ad hoc basis (56%) while over half of 
employers (54%) allowed flextime and flextime during core hours. See SHRM Research: Flexible Work 
Arrangements, https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/trends-and-forecasting/special-reports-and-expert-
views/Documents/Flexible%20Work%20Arrangements.pdf (2015). 
50See 2016 Deloitte Millennial Survey: Winning Over the Next Generation of Leaders, 
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/About-Deloitte/gx-millenial-survey-2016-
exec-summary.pdf, 20-22 (2016). 
51 Id. at 22. 
52 See e.g. Sarah Landrum, Why Flexible Working Hours Make Employees More Productive, INC., 
https://www.inc.com/women-2/why-flexible-working-hours-actually-makes-employees-more-productive.html 
(2018). 
53 See SHRM Research: Flexible Work Arrangements, https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/trends-and-
forecasting/special-reports-and-expert-views/Documents/Flexible%20Work%20Arrangements.pdf (2015). 
54 See e.g. Society for Human Resource Management, https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/tools-and-
samples/hr-forms/pages/1cms_011163.aspx; see also Christina Merhar, Employee Retention: The Real Cost of 
Losing an Employee, February 4, 2016. 
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earlier study found that in its over 500 case studies there was a 25% reduction in attrition at 
organizations with at least half-time telework policies.55 

Having flexible work options has been proven to reduce turnover where the second highest 
reason (after pay) employees choose to stay with their current organization is flexible work 
arrangements that assist with work/life balance issues.56 

At UT Austin, the 2017 Employee Engagement survey revealed that the lowest scoring areas 
related to pay with only 23% of employees reporting that their salary kept pace with the cost of 
living in Austin, only 24% reporting that their salaries were competitive with other jobs in the 
community and/or comparable institutions, and only 34% of employees agreeing that they 
were paid fairly.57  

The majority of COLA respondents believed these options helped with recruitment and 
retention. The 2018 District 522 survey found that over 61% of employees have neither a 
flexible work schedule nor a telework agreement, with all who responded indicating this is 
something they want.  

For UT Austin to remain a competitive employer, it needs to continue to expand the availability 
of both flexible work and telework options. UT may risk losing these skilled employees if flexible 
work arrangements are not supported more broadly by the administration.  

 

Cost Savings and Environment Sustainability 
For Employees  

Employees report cost-savings from both small and large categories including lunch, coffee, and 
wardrobe, with the largest cost savings coming from reduced commute-related costs. Over 70% 
of City of Austin employees reported that they save both time and money from their telework 
arrangements.58 

55 See Kate Lister, Telecommuting Benefits: The Bottom Line, http://teleworkresearchnetwork.com, at 9, April 
2010. 
56 See SHRM Research: Flexible Work Arrangements, https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/trends-and-
forecasting/special-reports-and-expert-views/Documents/Flexible%20Work%20Arrangements.pdf (2015). 
57 See Executive Summary of 2017 Results, 
https://hr.utexas.edu/sites/hr.utexas.edu/files/721_Part1_Executive_Summary_2017.pdf (2017). 
58 See Austin Resource Recovery Pilot, https://data.austintexas.gov/d/vewf-bfak/visualization; 
https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/austin-resource-recovery-telework-pilot (updated 2018); see also City of Austin 
Work from Home Day Pilot, City Council Resolution No. 20121206-072 CIUR 910, 
http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/pio/document.cfm?id=187052 (2013); see also Austin Sustainability Action 
Agenda Progress Report, http://leadershipaustin.org/wp-
content/uploads/2014/06/IOA_supplemental_session_4_sustainability-report.pdf (2014). 
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According to INRIX, Inc.’s Global Traffic Scorecard, Austin is now ranked the 13th most-
congested city in the United States, where drivers spend “47 hours a year crawling along or at a 
standstill during their commutes.”59 Those hours cost drivers $1,453 apiece individually. 60   

The cost of living in Austin is no longer on par with other small college towns with the Austin 
Board of Realtors now reporting that the median single-family home price in Austin is 
approaching $370,000.61 In addition, property tax bills have increased 21% over the last five 
years with the average property tax bill now totaling $7,600 annually.62 

Increased telework options give employees greater flexibility on where they can live 
comfortably and flexible start and end times can assist employees in avoiding peak commute 
hours and the associated costs. 

 

For Organizations 

UT Austin, like many other organizations faces increased operating costs. Rotating telework 
schedules can provide opportunities for office sharing arrangements and in some cases could 
allow some work spaces to shut down entirely on designated days lowering utility and office 
supply bills. It could also lower costs on parking-lot maintenance and potentially open these 
valuable spaces for purchase by outside commuters raising significant revenue for the 
university. 

The General Services Administration (GSA), tasked with overseeing operating costs including 
real estate and rents for federal agencies, evaluated the cost-savings from six federal agencies 
that utilize telework programs and found that these agencies saved an average of $10M over 
five years from real estate costs, utilities, and transit subsidies, among other expenses.63 

59 See http://inrix.com/press-releases/los-angeles-tops-inrix-global-congestion-ranking/(2017); see also 
http://inrix.com/scorecard-city/?city=Austin%3B%20TX&index=72 (2017). 
60 See http://inrix.com/press-releases/los-angeles-tops-inrix-global-congestion-ranking/(2017); see also 
http://inrix.com/scorecard-city/?city=Austin%3B%20TX&index=72 (2017). 
61 See John Eagen, Amid Austin’s housing affordability crisis, home prices keep rising, CULTURE MAP AUSTIN 
http://austin.culturemap.com/news/real-estate/08-21-17-austin-real-estate-report-july-2017/ (2017); see also 
Austin Board of Realtors, Central Texas Housing Market Report, http://www.abor.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/08/July-2017_CTXHMR_FINAL.pdf (2017). 
62 See Melissa Taboada, Average Austin Property Tax Bill Hits $7,600, Up $517 From Last Year, AUSTIN AMERICAN-
STATESMAN, https://www.mystatesman.com/news/local/average-austin-property-tax-bill-hits-600-517-from-last-
year/esmlWxSwzgnZiCxDWuhSwM/ (2017). 
63 See David Thornton, Telework is Saving Some Agencies Millions, FEDERAL NEWS RADIO, 
https://federalnewsradio.com/workforce/2016/08/telework-can-save-agencies-millions-report-says/ (2016). 
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Similarly, Global Workforce Analytics found that of its 500 case studies, the average office cost 
was $16,422 annually and this was reduced by 18% with a half-time telework policy, which 
amounted to electricity savings of 4,400 kWh per person per year.64 

Commuting costs individual Austin drivers $1,453 apiece annually and costs the city close to 
$810 million a year in direct and indirect costs from traffic-related delays.65 

In addition to cost-savings for the city and organization, flexible work arrangements have a 
direct impact on environmental costs. For example, Xerox estimated that in 2015, its remote 
workforce (where 8,600 employees are allowed to work from home) avoided 43,000 metric 
tons of carbon dioxide emissions (the same amount of energy used by nearly 4,000 homes 
annually), avoided driving an estimated 99 million miles, and saved 4.9 million gallons of fuel.66 
This is the environmental savings from one employer. The positive environmental impacts 
exponentially increase with each employer that supports a telework policy. 

The City of Austin’s Employee Commute Reduction Program who partnered with the non-profit 
Movability Austin67 created a telework pilot that reduced emissions by over 50% during a six-
month period. This pilot was then made a permanent policy.68 Movability Austin also provides 
case studies on other Austin employers in their efforts to reduce traffic and the associated 
costs.69 

Increased flexible arrangements and telework options not only provide numerous benefits to 
organizations and their employees, but these efforts also result in measurable benefits to the 
environment and larger community.70 

64 See Kate Lister, Telecommuting Benefits: The Bottom Line, http://teleworkresearchnetwork.com, at 7, April 
2010. 
65 See http://inrix.com/press-releases/los-angeles-tops-inrix-global-congestion-ranking/(2017); see also 
http://inrix.com/scorecard-city/?city=Austin%3B%20TX&index=72 (2017). 
66 See Sarah Tann, The Pros and Cons of Flexible Work Schedules, ZENEFITS BLOG, 
https://www.zenefits.com/blog/offering-flexible-work-schedules/ (2017). 
67 See Movability Austin’s Case Studies on Employer Efforts to Reduce Traffic, 
http://movabilityaustin.org/employers/spotlight-on-employers/ (2018). 
68 See Austin Resource Recovery Pilot, https://data.austintexas.gov/d/vewf-bfak/visualization; 
https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/austin-resource-recovery-telework-pilot (updated 2018); see also City of Austin 
Work from Home Day Pilot, City Council Resolution No. 20121206-072 CIUR 910, 
http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/pio/document.cfm?id=187052 (2013); see also Austin Sustainability Action 
Agenda Progress Report, http://leadershipaustin.org/wp-
content/uploads/2014/06/IOA_supplemental_session_4_sustainability-report.pdf (2014). 
 
69 See Movability Austin’s Case Studies on Employer Efforts to Reduce Traffic, 
http://movabilityaustin.org/employers/spotlight-on-employers/ (2018). 
70 See John Eagen, These Major Austin Employers Rank Among the Best for Work-From-Home Jobs, CULTURE MAP 
AUSTIN, http://austin.culturemap.com/news/innovation/02-02-17-2-flexjobs-telecommuting-work-from-home-
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Successes and Recommendations 
SHRM’s study found that United States companies (over 500 surveyed) overwhelmingly report 
success with various types of flexible work arrangements.71 Organizations reported the 
following rates: 

• Compressed workweeks (91% reported success) 
• Flextime with no core hour requirement (92% reported success) 
• Flextime during core hours (90% reported success) 
• Telecommuting on a regular basis (89% reported success) 
• Telecommuting as needed (86% reported success) 

 

The University of Michigan and University of California Berkeley offer the same menu of flexible 
work options and have reported the following benefits. 

University of California Berkeley:72 

• Enhanced recruitment and retention 
• Improved morale, commitment and productivity resulting from support for personal 

work style preferences 
• Reduced stress through the ability to better balance work and personal 

responsibilities 
• Reduced absences and tardiness 
• Improved coverage and scheduling for the department 
• Potential for more office space options 
• Improved transportation and parking options 
• Uninterrupted time for creative, repetitive, or highly detailed work 
• Expanded use of equipment 
• Improved scheduling for peak workloads 
• Increased cross training 

  

remote-austin/(2017); see also Brie Weiler Reynolds, 100 Top Companies with Remote Jobs in 2017, FLEX JOBS,  
https://www.flexjobs.com/blog/post/100-top-companies-with-work-from-home-jobs-in-2017/ (2017). 

71 See SHRM Research: Flexible Work Arrangements, https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/trends-and-
forecasting/special-reports-and-expert-views/Documents/Flexible%20Work%20Arrangements.pdf (2015). 
72 See https://hr.berkeley.edu/policies/leaves/other/flexible/benefits (2018). 
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University of Michigan:73 

Benefits to the Departments 

• Enhanced recruitment of highly skilled employees 
• Enhanced retention of highly skilled employees 
• Increased employee engagement, productivity, and health 
• Extended office and service hours  
• Savings on salary and benefits 
• Savings on office space and equipment  

 

Benefits to Employees 

• Increased work-life balance  
• Enhanced health and wellbeing  
• Possible reduction of need for additional time off for personal appointments 
• Possible reduction or elimination of commuting time and other work-related costs 

 

Success at UT Austin 
From the COLA and District 522 surveys conducted over the 2017-2018 year, the committee 
found that both managers and non-managers indicated the following elements were important 
for success. However, both non-managers and managers struggled with how to confidently 
customize these elements in their written agreements. The common themes throughout these 
elements were clarity and effective communication (verbal and written). Based on its research, 
the committee has proposed some best practice recommendations that can be shared with the 
campus. 

Global Workforce Analytics’ analysis of Boston College data also confirmed that only half of 
surveyed employees felt comfortable discussing flex options and approximately 40% of workers 
there feared negative career consequences if they utilized existing options74.  Employees 
surveyed at UT noted one reason they were afraid to utilize a flex/telework option was because 
they fear it will harm their career advancement (see Appendix E). 

73 See https://hr.umich.edu/benefits-wellness/family/work-life-resource-center/flexible-work-options/benefits-
workflex (2018). 
74 See Kate Lister & Tom Harnish, Results-Based Management: The Key to Unlocking Talent, Increasing Productivity, 
http://teleworkresearchnetwork.com, September 2010. 
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The committee wants to ensure that UT Austin does not allow these same unfounded fears to 
permeate its workplace culture75.  Research shows that when senior leadership conveys 
enthusiastic and consistent support for flex options this hesitancy at lower levels is 
eliminated.76 

Elements for success:  

1. Define and explain the types of flexible work arrangements available (e.g. 
compressed workweeks, flexible start/end times, flexible lunch periods, telework ad 
hoc, and/or regular/recurring telework). 

a. Recommendation: Include these definitions and options on HR’s web 
page, in department-specific materials, and on forms themselves as 
appropriate. 

2. Experimentation as an option. 
a. Recommendation: Encourage managers and employees to tweak their 

arrangements by starting with trial periods. Suggest a trial period option 
on HR’s web page, in department-specific materials, and on forms 
themselves as appropriate. 

3. Clear expectations for types of communication (email, phone, chat, etc.), 
responsiveness, and work hours. 

a. Recommendation: UT provides standard forms that list these elements, 
but allow supervisors and employees to fill in the details. By drafting their 
own “integrity” agreements around these elements it creates buy-in and 
meaningful accountability together. 

4. Clear and continued feedback on what is working well and not working well. 
a. Recommendation: Supervisors and employees agree on check-in 

frequency (e.g. weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, etc.) to discuss both the work 
and the flexible arrangement itself. This is already an HR best practice. 

b. Recommendation: Include a section for employees to evaluate their own 
telework/flex success and ways to improve (if needed) in annual self-
appraisals. 

c. Recommendation: Utilize metrics/results-based performance 
management with regular and flex employees as is already 
recommended by HR. 

5. Clarify availability/flexibility expectations for business needs.  
 

75   Managers who have not tried managing flex/telework employees cite three concerns that are disproved by the 
research. First, while some worry about productivity, research shows that productivity actually increases. Second, 
rather than finding flex management to take more time and/or energy, managers consistently report higher levels 
of satisfaction and efficiency when managing flex users.  Third, many inaccurately believe flex options are only for 
employees when the cost savings to the organization are even greater. 
76 See e.g. The Bottom Line on Telework for the Thurston Region State and Local Government, 
https://www.trpc.org/ArchiveCenter/ViewFile/Item/53, page 41, October 2013. 
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a. Recommendation: Articulate reasons an employee may need to adjust
their flex/telework day or hours, what is reasonable notice, and
encourage swapping of days/schedules to meet the business needs.

6. Clarification on what are legitimate business reasons versus what flex/telework
is not for (e.g. substitute for childcare, etc.).

a. Recommendation: Include these reasons on HR’s web page, in
department-specific materials, and on forms themselves as appropriate.

7. Reasons why agreements could be suspended and/or terminated as well as how
to restore this privilege.

a. Recommendation: Include these reasons on HR’s web page, in
department-specific materials, and on forms themselves as appropriate.

b. Recommendation: Mirror progressive discipline policies where employees
receive notice about issues and opportunities to correct and improve.

c. Recommendation: Clearly communicate that if business needs change the
agreement can be terminated. Include this on HR’s web page, in
department-specific materials, and on forms themselves as appropriate.

8. Clarity on technological resources/needs (access to laptops, VPNs, etc.)
a. Recommendation: Include this information on HR’s web page, in

department-specific materials, and on forms themselves as appropriate.
9. Fairly determine which positions are eligible for the various flex options.

a. Recommendation: Begin to indicate whether positions are eligible for flex
schedules and/or telework in job postings and offer letters, so this
expectation is agreed to upon acceptance of employment.

b. Recommendation: Include information related to appropriate positions
on HR’s web page, in department-specific materials, and on forms
themselves as appropriate.

Conclusion 
The benefits of flexible work arrangements for both employees and organizations are 
substantial and numerous. Particularly for an institution like UT Austin, with budget constraints 
and a central location in a fast-growing and increasingly more expensive city, UT could create 
win-win-win scenarios for itself, its employees, the surrounding community, and the 
environment.  

There are no concerns listed by either of the UT-specific studies that cannot be overcome with 
clear communication strategies, results-oriented management, and training for managers and 
employees. This committee views itself as a shared resource for staff and managers on campus 
flexible work arrangements and hopes the information in the report will be shared as a 
resource to support flexible work arrangements across portfolios. 



Health and Wellness Committee 

Prepared by The University of Texas at Austin Staff Council Annual Committee on Health and 
Wellness 

 

Committee members: Rachel Poole (Chair), Beth Busse, Sean Cartell, Sandra 
Catlett, Richard Stimpert, Sara Somabhatta, and Theresa Thomas 

 

Summary 
The current Health and Wellness Committee was formed in fall of 2016 in response to interest 
shown in the 2016 staff survey.  Because similar committees have formed and existed before in 
Staff Council the bylaws were recently changed to reflect this sustained interest and the Health 
and Wellness will continue on as a standing committee starting in the 2018-2019 term.   

This year the committee focused its efforts on returning Weight Watchers meetings to campus, 
creating a payroll deduction for the Get Fit program, continuing a partnership with the UT 
Wellness Coordinator, and researching the possibility of reduced rates for Rec Sports 
memberships.   



Introduction 
Reviewing the 2016 staff survey results and questions and comments received by Staff Council 
pertaining to health and wellness the committee identified several reoccurring themes such as: 
requests for programs at UT that already exist; requests for information about programs; the 
desire for staff to receive “free” access to the Rec Sports facilities; inquiries and support for UT 
adopting the state statute allowing for use of 30 minutes of work time 3 times a week to be 
used for health and wellness activities; and improved and increased training for managers 
about providing work life balance for employees.  

The committee dedicated its remaining effort to an initial review of ways that Staff Council 
could help address these on campus. 

Reviving Weight Watcher Meetings on Campus 
In the past, staff members were able to attend a work-based Weight Watchers meeting on 
campus with a large group of other members.  This meeting not only saved time for staff 
members but also increased the camaraderie and built-in support structure.  The meeting was 
dissolved because non-UT organizations were using UT space to meet.   

Based on feedback received by Staff Council, a Health & Wellness committee member 
connected with the Work-Life Balance and Wellness Manager for the University about revisiting 
the possibility of allowing a Weight Watchers meeting on campus.  After meeting with her 
group, the committee was informed that because the university has a current contract with 
Naturally Slim, there could be some issues related to that.   The committee member was also 
informed that Weight Watchers would need a contract with the university because they are a 
for-profit entity and would be charging participants; there is a policy against using state 
property for this type of arrangement where it benefits a commercial company.  The Work-Life 
Balance and Wellness Manager does support the idea and plans to have an intern start 
researching it as she thought there might be a workaround for the issues, and/or Weight 
Watchers may be able to coexist on campus with Naturally Slim.  The assistant Director for Area 
Support and Member Services at Rec Sports advised UT Systems has a contract with Naturally 
Slim, so UT Austin can’t write a contract with Weight Watchers, but UT Systems could.   

 

Payroll Deduction for Get FIT 
Get FIT is a research-based result-oriented program that many UT staff members participate in, 
but at $280 for a 12-week session, it creates a prohibitive financial barrier for some.  A UTSC 
Health & Wellness committee member contacted the Director of the Fitness Institute of Texas 
regarding the possibility of allowing payroll deduction as a means of paying for the Get FIT 
program.  The Institute had not considered it previously but thought it was a great idea.   The 



committee member also contacted the Manager of Payroll Services about the idea.  He 
informed the committee that as Workday is in the process of being implemented, the university 
isn’t in a position to implement any new payroll deduction requests.  He did suggest that the 
committee contact Payroll once Workday is in place and has had a chance for all the kinks to be 
worked out.  At that time, the committee may be able to revisit the idea with the knowledge 
that Get FIT would need to determine how they would send Payroll the amounts to deduct and 
how Payroll would send the funds back, along with any detail transactions Get FIT might need 
for reconciling purposes. Other considerations would be the population this would be offered 
to (e.g. staff, faculty, etc.) as well as frequency and pay cycles.  

 
 

Partnership with Wellness Champions  
In response to staff requests for more info regarding the programs that already exist at UT or 
requests for new programs, the committee looked at different ways to address this gap in 
knowledge.  The possibility of creating a Staff Council managed page or list of all Health and 
Wellness Benefits on campus was discussed.  However, given the time and continuous upkeep 
involved in this effort, it was not feasible for the committee to both expend the time to create 
that resource and possibly to maintain it as well.  It would also be duplicating the effort of the 
resources available through the Human Resources site and specifically the University’s 
HealthPoint services.   The committee also found that there was a program already in place 
through HeathPoint, the Wellness Champions.  This program is run by the Work-Life Balance 
and Wellness Manager to create a group of staff members who are provided information and 
networking on Health and Wellness resources and events on campus periodically.  This group in 
turn informs their colleagues and departments about them.   Since this program was already in 
place and designed to address the specific issue of employee knowledge about Health and 
Wellness opportunities on campus, the committee felt that partnering with this program would 
best address this issue.  Since 2017 the committee has advertised the program through Staff 
Council to recruit additional Wellness Champions on campus as well.   
 

Staff Rec Sports Benefit 
“Free” access to Rec Sports facilities was the largest request UTSC Health and Wellness 
committee has received in the past two years.  These facilities are paid for specifically by 
student fees and therefore can’t be offered for “free” to staff and faculty. Use of the facilities 
requires payment back to Rec Sports.  Initially the committee considered proposing another 
swipe system similar to Cap Metro transportation.  UT staff members use Cap Metro and UT 
pays per use or “swipe”.  Members of the UTSC Committee met with the Assistant Director for 
Area Support and Member Services at Rec Sports to discuss this idea.   
 



Summary of meeting with the Assistant Director for Area Support and Member Services 
(consider changing to paragraph format for consistency in report aesthetics) 
 

• Current yearly membership is $26/month or $312/year  
• Housing and Dining Services and Under Graduate Studies (UGS) offered subsidized Rec 

Sports membership to its employees, and since it was not ALL of staff at UT, there were 
tax implications on this specific benefit.   

• Housing and Dining Services offered it in past to 400 employees: 
 60 people took benefit of staff paying $10/month and HDS paying 

$16/month  
• UGS subsidized 80 employees based on months of state service.  

 When 100% of benefit paid by UGS, 100% of the staff utilized it  
 When the employee had to pay a percentage, only 20% utilized  

• Rec Sports would like to move to a different payment system that would be easier for 
both staff and Rec Sports.    

• Rec Sports does not want the additional burden of monitoring the number of 
swipes and collect money based on that data, due to lack of manpower and 
potential HIPPA compliance issues 

• Statistics: 
• For FY 14-15 there were 1341 staff memberships 
• For FY 15-16 there were 1206 staff memberships 
• For FY 16-17 there were 1125 staff memberships 
• This is an average of 1,224.  The income has decreased about 2% each 

year, and the ideal goal would be 1400 staff memberships each year to 
maintain income 

 

• It was suggested that to increase participation and realize value for the money, the 
employee should contribute a percentage of the membership fee.   

• Staff at the lower level titles such Admin Assistants/lower level staff cancel.  Rec Sports 
mostly because they need to take care of their kids and they need flexible work 
schedules.  Comparable gyms such as Gold’s gym, etc. offer parking, unlimited classes, 
and childcare.  

 

  



Initial Proposal: 

The Staff Council would like to begin a positive, sustainable partnership with Rec Sports and the 
UT Staff.   

• Half of the Rec Sports Membership for UT Staff is paid for from University of Texas at
Austin General Funds or Office of the President.  Here are details on how it would work:

• UT funds 50% of 1400 memberships every year, guaranteeing Rec Sports ($312 *
1400) / 2 = $218,400 of income.

• Each fiscal year, the 218,400 from the university is increased by 2%
guaranteed income for Rec Sports

• Examples:
 If 1500 UT staff memberships are purchased in the fiscal year

• Since we are OVER the guaranteed minimum of 1400,
$234,000 is paid for by the University and 234,000 is paid
for by UT Staff.

 If 1350 UT staff memberships are purchased in the fiscal year
• Since we are BELOW the guaranteed minimum of 1400,

the guaranteed rate of $218,400 is paid for by the
University and 210,600 is paid for by UT Staff.

• Concern:
• Long Term Sustainability
• Where would the money come from to support this program

Conclusion 
The initial proposal is a starting point but it would require more deep dive if the UTSC would 
like to move forward with this initiative. 

In conclusion the Health and Wellness Committee continues to look into programs and ways in 
which we can improve and enrich employees’ access to Health and Wellness at UT Austin.  We 
hope to move forward with several of the ideas researched this year in the upcoming fiscal year 
of 2019-2020.   



Issues and Research Committee 

Prepared by The University of Texas at Austin Staff Council Standing Committee on Issues and 
Research 

Committee members: Eda Matthews (Chair), Trina Calkins, Charla Carrington, 
Larayne Dallas, and Amanda Trybula 

Summary 
As of March 2018, 32 issues were submitted to the Issues Committee either through the 
website, during a general meeting, or via email.  Issues were grouped into seven categories and 
researched by the committee, referred to the appropriate Staff Council subcommittee, or 
referred to another group on campus for further action. Of the 32 issues that were submitted, 
only four are still pending resolution. 



Introduction 
The Issues and Research Committee serves as a general clearing house for issues reported by 
staff.  The committee researches incoming issues, resolves them when possible, or refers them 
to the appropriate Staff Council subcommittee for further action. The Issues and Research 
committee also provides support to other committees as needed. 

 

Process 
As of March 2018, 32 issues were submitted to the Issues Committee either through the 
website, during a general meeting, or via email.  Issues were grouped into seven categories:  
Retirement, Parking and Transportation, Salary, Staff Education Benefit/Professional 
Development, Campus Climate, Benefits, and Miscellaneous.  Fifteen issues were general 
requests for information and were placed into the “Miscellaneous” category.   

As shown by the graph below, the individual category with the most inquiries was Parking and 
Transportation (13%), followed closely by the Staff Education Benefit/Professional 
Development and general Benefits inquiries and requests (both at 11%).  The remaining issues 
fell into the categories of Retirement, Salaries, and general Campus Climate issues (8% each). 

 

 

8% 
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Of the 32 total issues submitted, 10 were researched and referred to other Staff Council 
committees or UT Offices. Of those, 4 were referred to the Professional Development 
Committee, 1 was referred to the Flexible Work Committee, 2 were referred to the Health and 
Wellness Committee, 1 was referred to UT System OEB Benefits Office, 1 was referred to the 
Staff Council Representative for Athletics, and 1 was referred to Human Resources.   

Of the 32 issues submitted, 17 were resolved.  Most of these were requests for information 
that were researched and answered.  Two of these issues were submitted anonymously, so no 
response was possible. 

Of the 32 issues submitted, 6 were submitted anonymously.  If action is possible when an issue 
is submitted anonymously, we will take action on an item.  If the response to an issue is to 
provide information to the submitter, we are not able to respond to anonymous issues.  

Of the 32 issue submitted, 4 are still pending. Three are parking issues and one is a 
miscellaneous issue.  

Example issue: 
An example of an issue that was submitted is one about signage for the Turtle Pond.  A 
constituent submitted a request that contact information be made available for the Turtle Pond 
in the event that someone needs to make an inquiry or report an injured turtle.  The Issues and 
Research Committee reached out to various departments on campus, including the College of 
Natural Sciences and Project Management and Construction Services (PMCS), to ask about the 
feasibility of creating and installing new signs. This issue is still pending new verbiage from the 
College of Natural Sciences. 

 

Conclusion 
Research can be a time-consuming process for committee work and the Issues and Research 
Committee provides support in this area. Because the university is large and distributed, it can 
be difficult to know who or which department to ask for assistance. The Issues and Research 
Committee provides support in this area as well.  

Each month the Issues and Research committee members averaged over 30 hours researching 
issues and following up with stakeholders. It is important for the committee members to have 
several years of experience at the university in order to better understand how it functions and 
better provide assistance to others. 

  



Professional Development Committee 

Prepared by The University of Texas at Austin Staff Council Annual Committee on Professional 
Development 

Committee members: Larrimie Gordon (Chair), Sean Cartell, Avani Chhaya, Tepera 
Holman, Colleen Morgan, Wendy Nelson, and Lin Winton 

Summary 
The Professional Development Committee was created to identify, promote, and propose 
professional development solutions and training opportunities for all staff. 

This year’s committee focused on furthering long term projects that were started in the 
previous year, as well as bringing a few new initiatives into the fold.  All projects were chosen 
based on the demands of the university staff at large. 

Prior to the UTSC (University of Texas Staff Council) retreat in July, council members collected 
feedback from their respective districts, asking constituents what they would like to see Staff 
Council work toward this year.  As in previous years, there was a high demand for more 
professional development opportunities and better access to those opportunities that already 
exist.  Based on that feedback and the passion and skills of our committee members in these 
areas the following projects were chosen: 

• Re-structuring and promotion of the UTSC Professional Development Grant Program
• Understanding and promotion of the Staff Education Benefit
• Continue promotion of Lynda.com, the Staff Education Benefit, CareerSmart Programs,

and other existing professional development opportunities at the Annual Health and
Wellness Expo to collate information about different opportunities and make them
more accessible

• Investigate the feasibility of a campus-wide staff mentorship program.



Building on Past Projects 
Professional Development Grant 
In the 2014-15 academic year, UTSC launched a pilot program to fund individual development 
grants. This program, to be administered through partnership with CareerSmart, would 
distribute grants to participants in the Essentials for Developmental Excellence and Managing 
Beyond the Basics programs. This pilot addressed staff needs for individual career development 
while leveraging CareerSmart coaching and infrastructure, thereby minimizing start-up costs and 
administrative overhead. The CareerSmart program that accompanied the grant has since been 
discontinued. That led to the need to revamp the program this year. The committee began with 
evaluating the application to make sure all the information they would need to make an 
informed decision was being captured. The committee chair collected information from the HR 
rep that manages UTSC’s budget, to make sure the correct funding information was being 
gathered to streamline the process up front. The application was then revised and is attached. 
The next step was to decide a timeline and checklist for the approval process. To make staff 
aware of this opportunity, the committee is creating easy-to-read infographics on the 
application process for the grant.  Next year’s committee will continue to improve the process 
and will further promote the grant program as an additional resource for all staff. Through 
word of mouth and limited emails grant awards have increased from $400 during the 2017 
calendar up to over $11,000 from January 1st to April 2018.  

 

New Initiatives 
Staff Education Benefit Understanding and Promotion 
Tepera Holman 

The committee has spent the year understanding the process for use of the staff educational 
benefit and identifying subject matter experts who can assist staff in using the benefit. To our 
current understanding the process is as follows.  

UT staff must either, already be admitted or in the application process for admissions before 
applying to use the staff educational benefit.  If a UT staff member is applying for admissions, 
The Office of Admissions recommends that the staff member apply to use their staff 
educational benefit during the process so that they are flagged in the admission system as a 
staff member wishing to use the benefit.  While admissions to UT Austin is a competitive 
process, the Office of Admissions is willing to work with UT staff members who are desiring to 
utilize the staff educational benefit; they will also waive the application fee for staff applying to 
the University.  



There are four categories for UT Admissions: 

• Never Attended UT Austin Previously 
o Applicant will need to apply using the Apply Texas Application  

• Former UT Austin Undergraduate Only 
o Applicant can complete the readmission form through the Office of Admissions 

• Former UT Austin Graduate Only 
o Applicant will need to contact the Graduate School about readmission 

• Former UT Austin Undergraduate and Graduate 
o Applicant can readmit as either graduate or undergraduate, depending on 

course work the individual wants to pursue  

 

For questions or concerns regarding undergraduate admissions, UT staff may contact the Office 
of Admissions. Additional information on courses available and eligible staff can be found at 
https://hr.utexas.edu/current/career/staff-educational-benefit  

The committee proposes that in collaboration with the Office of Admissions and HR, Staff 
Council sends out an email annually about the staff educational benefit and steps they need to 
take in order to utilize the benefit.  

 

Professional Development Promotion 
Avani Chhaya 

UT has many different options and opportunities for professional development for staff but 
many staff are not aware of their existence or think they opportunities are too difficult to take 
advantage of. In order to increase awareness and answer questions that staff may have the 
committee has reached out to the entities that administrate those programs to participate in 
the Health and Wellness Expo. The professional development committee will also be in 
attendance to promote the UTSC Professional Development Grant Program at this summer’s 
Health & Wellness Expo on Wednesday, July 25th from 10 AM to 3 PM. The committee 
collaborated with Claire Hahn, Work-life Balance and Wellness Manager in Human Resources 
(HR), in order to participate in the campus-wide event. The UTSC table will be situated next to 
the Benefits table, in order to disseminate information about the Staff Educational Benefit. A 
representative from Organizational Effectiveness will also be at the table to share information 
with staff members on Lynda.com, CareerSmart, and the 360 feedback program. The 
committee is also working with specific departments in order to make sure that all resources 
available to their staff are readily accessible and easy to understand.  

https://hr.utexas.edu/current/career/staff-educational-benefit


Campus Wide Mentorship Program 
Sean Cartell 

In evaluating campus feedback we realized that many of their concerns could be addressed by 
implementing a campus wide mentorship program. This program would allow UT staff to be 
partnered with leaders in other areas on campus that they might not otherwise interact with. 
This partnership would benefit the mentee in career path development while under the wing of 
an experienced UT manager and leader. This will foster campus engagement and begin to break 
down the silos of departments at UT. In its early stages, the campus-wide mentorship program 
will be administered by the UTSC. The Professional Development Committee chair will provide 
periodic reports to the Staff Council Executive Committee. 

At its inception, the mentees in the campus-wide mentorship program will come from staff 
council representatives. This will both make finding suitable mentors much easier and also 
provide incentive for members to join staff council. Mentor education is one of the most 
important keys to a successful mentorship program. The fact that mentees will come from 
within the Staff Council will provide better consistency across all mentorship partnerships.  

Mentees may apply to the program and may request to be mentored by specific individuals in 
the mentor database (compiled after Staff Council mentors have been determined), but there is 
no guarantee they will be matched with their request. The Professional Development and 
Executive Committees will then match a mentee with a mentor who can assist with his or her 
specific professional development goals. The mentee is the driver of the experience and will set 
the monthly agenda. Outlines will be provided for the monthly meetings. Mentor/mentee pairs 
are not required to follow the outlines.  

The UT Staff Mentorship Program is designed to be minimally disruptive for the mentors. The 
meeting agenda should be prepared by the mentee and should only require one hour per 
month of the mentor's time. There will be no cost associated with the UT Staff Mentorship 
Program. It will only require time invested in the program by the mentors and mentees, and 
those Professional Development and Executive Committee members who administer the 
program.  

Potential Benefits: 

• Employee engagement
• Employee retention
• Personal development and growth
• Employees knowing that their employer is invested in them



• Creating a culture of learning

Potential Challenges: 

• Buy in from supervisors in terms of allowing mentees the time to participate in the
program.

• Ensuring timekeeping is accurate
• Identifying Mentors with current campus silos
• Obtaining enough mentors to meet the demand of interested mentees.
• Communicating about the program to generate interest.
• Communicating the objectives of the program across the board with the vast number of

staff across campus.

Collaborations: 
One of the central roles of Staff Council is to form relationships on and beyond campus, as this 
is what allows us to provide a vehicle for communication of interests, concerns, and issues that 
affect staff.  As a team, our committee has worked diligently to build bridges by reaching out to 
new groups and to strengthen our current relationships that have served us and the university 
community so well such as Workday, UT Learn, Texas Athletics, Health and Wellness, 
Organizational Effectiveness, and more.  Forming and maintaining strong networks is what 
allows Staff Council to be a central resource for university staff members.  A key aspect of our 
mission is to educate and inform our community about the rich culture that our workplace 
provides and, through the creation and strengthening of our relationships, we are better 
positioned to serve our constituents’ needs for personal and professional enrichment. 

Our Ask: 
The committee’s request is simply for a commitment to continued support in the area of 
professional development for staff.  We have found that staff members are more likely to take 
advantage of available resources if they have the support of their community, both from 
supervisors and peers.  A culture that encourages professional growth is important to 
increasing morale and retention, and provides staff with unique opportunities to gain skills and 
perspectives they may not find in their day to day work.  This leads to a more robust, well 
rounded workforce and ensures that our students and clients continue to receive the best 
quality of service.  It is our goal as a committee to work with university leadership to foster an 
environment where staff feel encouraged to pursue new opportunities and professional 
challenges. 



UT Staff Council Professional Development Grant Request Form 

To be completed by requestor: 

Staff member name:  __________________________________  EID: ____________________________ 

Department: _________________________________________  Email:  _________________________ 

Proposed activity or program: ___________________________________________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Date/s of Activity: _________________________ Location/s of Activity: _________________________ 

Total cost of Activity:  ______________________ Amount requested from UTSC:  _________________ 

Personal development goal:  ____________________________________________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Value to university:  ___________________________________________________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

______ (initial) I understand that funding is contingent on availability and that I am only eligible to 
receive this grant once every three years. 

______ (initial) I agree to meet with the Staff Council Executive Committee (or its designee) within 6 
months of completion to discuss the use of the grant and the development I received.  

______ (initial) I understand that I am responsible for complying with university regulations and 
procedures related to this activity. 

Page 1 of 2 

Appendix G: Professional Development Grant Request Form 



Supervisor approval 

Departmental contribution to activity:  ____________________________________________________ 

UT account number (if applicable) where funds should be transferred:  __________________________ 

_______ (initial) I certify that I supervise the staff member referenced on page 1 and I approve of 
his/her participation in the above proposed activity. 

_______ (initial) I certify that the staff member referenced above meets or exceeds job expectations. 

Supervisor Printed Name:  ______________________________  Date: __________________________ 

Supervisor email:  _____________________________________________________________________ 

Supervisor Signature:  __________________________________  

Note: If an overnight stay and/or commercial transportation is required, a Travel Authorization form for 
the employee must be completed by your department prior to the trip. Employees are responsible for 
complying with university regulations and procedures related to this activity. 

Please submit completed form to utsc-pdgrant@utlists.utexas.edu for final approval. 

Page 2 of 2 
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Staff Lunch with the President Committee 

Prepared by The University of Texas at Austin Staff Council Annual Committee on Staff Lunches 

Committee members: Eda Matthews (Chair), and Page Stephens 

Summary 
The President’s Staff Lunch Committee facilitates periodic staff luncheons with President 
Fenves. 

The committee runs a “lunch lottery” whereby 15-20 entries are randomly selected to attend a 
luncheon centering around a topic chosen by the President’s Office.  Three luncheons were 
held this year: 

• Diversity, Equity, and Accessibility
• Campus Climate
• Mental Wellness

There were 160 entries for the Diversity, Equity, and Accessibility luncheon.  There were 179 
entries for the Campus Climate luncheon.  And, there were 165 entries for the Mental Wellness 
luncheon. 

Entries are downloaded to a spreadsheet with one line per entry form.  A random number 
generator is fed the number of entries to select, as well as, the total number of entries made.  
Typically, 15 or 16 entries are selected, but we request 20, so that, we have alternates in the 
event someone cannot attend.  The random number generator spits out the list of 20 random 
numbers, and the names on those lines of the spreadsheet are selected.  Then, those names 
are forwarded to the President’s office and his staff takes responsibility for sending out the 
invitations and making luncheon arrangements. 

Feedback from attendees has been generally positive.  We do appreciate suggestions and are 
continually striving to provide a positive experience for the President and staff alike. 



Sustainability Committee 

Prepared by The University of Texas at Austin Staff Council Annual Committee on Sustainability 

Committee members: Elizabeth Cobbe (Chair), Margaret Alvarado, David Barrett, 
Noah Giese, Justin Hayes, Michael Nugent, Billy O’Leary, Patrick Olson, Sean Saxe, 
and Rachel Wester 

Summary 
This year, the Sustainability Committee considered a long list of potential projects, based on a 
brainstorming session at the 2017 Staff Council retreat and selected with input from the Office 
of Sustainability. We attempted an experiment in which work would be modeled after the agile 
project management approach, an established methodology popular in technical and creative 
organizations. Committee members brainstormed project ideas, and each member who was 
willing accepted responsibility as the owner of one or more projects of interest to them. Project 
owners were expected to share the work with other committee members, but ultimately serve 
as the organizational and logistical authority for their project. 

We experienced mixed success with this approach, and will likely modify it for the future. Most 
notably, we need to build in time to conduct preliminary research, rather than rely on a 
representative-brainstormed list to serve as an adequate starting line. 



Projects 
Project 1: Conclusion of Campus Showers 
Objective: Transition oversight of the staff shower offering from Staff Council, whose 
membership is revolving, to a department with permanent staff and resources.  

Obstacles: Parking and Transportation has withdrawn budgetary support. Future financial 
support may be available from other sources. 

Status: Project Owner David Barrett is collecting responses from a mid-year survey of this year's 
participants to quantify the pilot project's success. We are exploring other funding options to 
continue the offering. 

 

Project 2: Carpool Mixer 
Objective: Host an event to connect staff who are interested in taking advantage of the carpool 
parking pass option but don’t know with whom they could share a ride to campus.  

Obstacles: Project leader had to step down from staff council due to other obligations. 

Status: We have changed directions and plan to host a roundtable either before the end of the 
year or at the beginning of the 2018-19 year to connect staff who direct alternative 
transportation programs with faculty and researchers who have conducted research in this 
area, to understand what strategies have been successful at other organizations of this size to 
promote alternative transportation options. Our goal is to gather the information necessary to 
provide next year’s committee with what they need to see a transportation-related project 
through to completion. 

 

Project 3: Staff Sustainability Luncheon 
Objective: In partnership with the Office of Sustainability, co-host an informational and 
instructional session for staff related to issues of sustainability, with a free lunch. 

Obstacles: None at this time. 

Status: UT’s Professor Bob Duke spoke at the April 11 luncheon. As of April 3, over 200 staff 
responded to the invitation. (The previous record for attendance was 130, in 2017.) 

 



Project 4: Resolution to Reduce Methane Emissions on University Lands 
Objective: In conjunction with Faculty Council and Student Government, pass a resolution to 
encourage Chancellor McRaven and University Land CEO Mark Houser to appoint a task force 
that will in turn devise a strategy to reduce methane emissions from drilling operations on 
University Lands by at least 50 percent in the next five years. 

Obstacles: None at this time. 

Status: Resolution has passed and has been delivered to relevant officials. 

Project 5: Grounds for Grounds  
Objective: Create the infrastructure for staff to compost the coffee grounds used daily in 
campus offices. 

Obstacles: None at this time. 

Status: Zero Waste has taken on the project at this time and expects to launch in 2018. 

Project 6: Bathroom Stickers/Signs 
Objective: Place stickers or signs in campus bathrooms to let visitors know which phone number 
to call in the event of a water leak, thereby reducing the response time and conserving 
university resources. 

Obstacles: Facilities Services has a blanket policy of declining all requests to place signage in 
bathrooms, rather than approve or decline signs on a per-request basis. 

Status: We are working with Facilities to see what other ways we can support their work and 
help conserve university water usage. 

Lessons Learned 
• Set aside time to more fully research project ideas before attempting execution.
• Establish contact with campus partners as early as possible in a project’s timeline, to

discover their requirements and expectations.
• Strong communication across campus among groups interested in sustainability is a

must.
• To be successful, project owners must be committed to the project and recognize the

leadership skills and initiative necessary to see a project through to completion.



Conclusion 
In total, six projects were undertaken by the Sustainability Committee this Staff Council term. 
Three were completed successfully, one was moved forward this year and may be revisited next 
year, and two will no longer be pursued at this time because of either major road blocks or 
another campus unit taking over leadership of the project.  

It is the recommendation of this year’s Sustainability Committee that next year’s committee 
continue to pursue the new vision of what began this year as the Carpool Mixer project. It is 
also the recommendation that the Sustainability Luncheon continue as an ongoing annual 
event. 
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